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EXT. CHINATOWN. NIGHT

A lone figure in a leather coat and cowboy hat stands haloed 
in moonlight. Rain splashes down from the partially cloudy 
sky.  CHINATOWN glows with neon and lanterns.  The figure 
moves through cramped streets.  

A Chinese food delivery driver on a scooter nearly hits the 
figure, who quickly sidesteps down an alley.  The neon is 
blocked here and there is only hazy moonlight reflecting from 
puddles.

The figure knocks on an unlabeled, handleless door next to an 
overfilled dumpster.  Nothing happens for a beat and then a 
small peephole opens, closes quickly.  The door swings open.  
Beyond is large man in a dark suit.  He doesn’t speak a word 
as the figure enters.  The door closes behind him

INT. HALLWAY. CONTINUOUS

The hallway is lit by a dim, bare bulb.  It is cramped 
concrete painted ugly green and leads to an old wooden door.  
Beyond the door is a stairway down into blackness.  The 
figure heads down.

INT. BASEMENT. CONTINUOUS

The basement is wet and dark. Water drips from exposed pipes.  
The sound of distant machinery hums quietly, the only sound 
apart from the dripping.  The figure moves comfortably, as 
though familiar with his surroundings.  A light appears 
ahead, the flickering of a flame-lit lantern.  As the figure 
approaches, something new is visible - a heavy, carved wooden 
door, extremely ornate.  Before it stands a hulk - THE ALBINO 
- a pale white man of immense size, rippled with muscle.  He 
is bald, naked from the waist up but wearing a leather apron.  
He wears a helmet camera rig.

INT.BASEMENT. CAMERA-RIG VIEW

The camera rig captures the hallway in the dim light.  A 
crack in the lens obscures the face of the figure.

INT.BASEMENT.CONTINUOUS

THE FIGURE
Nice apron.



The Albino GRUNTS and shifts aside.  He grabs the massive 
door handle and roughly pulls the huge wooden door open. The 
figure enters the room beyond.

INT.CASINO.CONTINUOUS

The room beyond the hall is the most opulent casino ever 
devised.  It is something beyond the dreams of Vegas, gilded 
in gold and silver and the finest carved wood and statuary. 
The room is huge, stadium sized, and packed with men and 
women dressed in the finest clothes.  

A string band plays quietly and, from the ceiling, exotically 
dressed waiters and waitresses roll down vines like acrobats 
before rebounding up to a bar that is suspended from the 
ceiling in the center of the room.  

The room is filled with gaming tables of all kinds - poker, 
blackjack, roulette and more. As the figure moves through, 
few people take notice of him.  There is no cash changing 
hands at these tables, rather an array of unique and curious 
items from deeds to islands to fossils to antiques and other 
priceless items.

The Figure proceeds to a far wall, a jade green door carved 
with Chinese dragons.  Two women in black tuxedos and shades 
guard the door.  They appear to be identical twins, dark-
skinned and with opposite sides of their heads shaved.  They 
are silent as the man approaches and simply pull the door 
open for him.

INT.ROOM.CONTINUOUS

The room is small and decorated in Asian style.  It is lit 
with paper lanterns.  In the center is a table at which 3 
others sit.  The first, a YOUNG MAN in his 20s, the second an 
ELEGANT WOMAN in her 40s and the third, with a body guard and 
a COVERED PACKAGE behind him is an ANCIENT CHINESE MAN, 80s.

There is a single empty seat at the table.  The figure sits, 
removes his hat.

YOUNG MAN
Welcome, Mr. Cage.

The figure sets his hat down on a side table.  He is NICOLAS
CAGE, 50s.

NIC CAGE
Teddy, please, call me Nic.
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Cage shakes hands with the young man.  He offers to the 
ancient Chinese man, who merely nods.  he then turns to the 
woman.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Ms. Lumberg, a pleasure as always. 
Sorry for being late, parking was a 
nightmare. 

He sets a small apothecary jar on the table.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
So do we have stakes?

The Young Man opens a box that sits before him on the table.  
Within is a rock, about the size of a fist, that appears to 
be dotted with yellow glass patches, each spot emitting 
light.

YOUNG MAN
A pallasite meteorite.  The largest 
specimen of its kind with this 
degree of radiance.

Across the table, the Elegant Woman opens a manila envelope 
and sets a trio of deeds on the table, along with photos of a 
house.

ELEGANT WOMAN
The childhood homes of Jeffery 
Dahmer, Charles Manson and Ed Gein.  

Nic Cage nods approvingly as he shakes his bottle, holding it 
up to the light.  It is full of teeth.

NIC CAGE
Elvis Presley.  Or at least, his 
teeth. Clone your own or just make 
a necklace.

The others give an approving nod as eyes turn to the ancient 
Chinese man.  He has his body guard grab the sheet from the 
large box behind them and pull it free.  

The tarp reveals a Plexiglas case nearly 6 feet tall.  Bound 
within to a board by restraints is a man, or what was once a 
man.  Now its flesh is sallow and ragged, missing in some 
patches on its rotten frame.  Around its neck hangs a simple 
jade necklace. One milky eye stares at nothing while another, 
all too alive, scans the room in quick, mad, jerky movements.  
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ANCIENT CHINESE MAN
While your tokens are rare indeed, 
I would be remiss if I did not 
suggest perhaps I had expected 
higher stakes at this grand game, 
for those of us for whom money is 
no longer a motivator.  Could any 
of you truly say you have matched 
my own offering - an abomination, 
the cursed emperor Li Hahn, the 
walking dead?

The others look at each other and Nic Cage leans in close.  
The zombie growls low in its throat.  It is fully restrained, 
however, and can barely move a muscle.

NIC CAGE
I’m sorry, are you saying that’s a 
zombie?

ANCIENT CHINESE MAN
Indeed, Mr. Cage.

NIC CAGE
Well, I don’t want to speak for 
anyone else at the table, but that 
is definitely some wild stuff.  
I’ve gambled here for dinosaur 
skulls, for a Polynesian island and 
once for a handwritten, 
pornographic letter from JFK to 
Marilyn, but this is new.

ANCIENT CHINESE MAN
It is the only one in the world, 
Mr. Cage.

NIC CAGE
Well, yeah, but...why would any of 
us want a zombie?  Value in rarity 
is one thing but this is a corpse 
that’s still walking around.  I 
don’t know what I can do with that.  
Do you?

He looks at the young man.  The young man shrugs.

YOUNG MAN
Carry my luggage?

ELEGANT WOMAN
It smells.

Cage nods.
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NIC CAGE
It does have a funk, doesn't it? So 
you see, while it may seem more 
valuable than what we brought, I’m 
not entirely sure -

A LOUD CRASH from the main room beyond the door cuts off 
Cage.  The door SLAMS open loudly suddenly as a group of 
police officers lead by a DETECTIVE burst into the room.

The Detecive scans the room quickly and tosses a document on 
the table.

DETECTIVE
Mr. Lao Che-Fung, this is a warrant 
for your arrest on charges of 
operating an illegal gambling 
facility, trafficking in 
antiquities, illegal trafficking in 
rare and endangered animals - what 
the hell is that?

The zombie catches the detective’s attention and his hand 
moves quickly to his side arm.

DETECTIVE (CONT’D)
Jesus, what are you doing to that 
man?  Riley, get him out of there.

An officer, Riley, moves to the zombie box and begins to undo 
the latches

ANCIENT CHINESE MAN
Detective, please, you must not -

DETECTIVE
You better not start think of 
telling me what I must not do, Che-
Fung.  I’ve had enough of your shit
over the last ten years, I got your 
ass this time.

As the officer begins to free the zombie, Cage stands up.

NIC CAGE
Detective, I’m just a regular guy 
living my life, if you don’t mind-

DETECTIVE
Cram it, Hollywood Hero.  You’re 
gambling as illegally as everyone 
else.
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The detective moves to push Cage back into his seat when 
Riley SCREAMS suddenly.  The unleashed zombie grabs the 
officer and tears into the flesh of his neck.  Blood SPURTS 
across the room in a great, red gout.  The elegant woman 
SCREAMS and stumbles away from the table as the cops 
unholster their weapons.

Riley falls to the ground holding his neck as the zombie 
tears itself fully free of its restraints.  The Ancient Man’s 
guard attempts to grab it and it bites three of his fingers 
off.

The Ancient Man scurries from the table quickly for a man of 
his age, vanishing into the shadows as the detective puts a 
bullet in the zombie’s chest to no effect.  The Young Man 
pushes past the police and out of the room as the zombie 
lurches at another cop.  Cage stands, awestruck momentarily, 
as the newest cop falls.  Bullets fly in a storm into the 
undead thing’s body, causing it to spasm but barely slowing 
it at all.

Suddenly Riley is on his feet, black veins protruding from 
beneath his flesh as he grabs the detective and bites his 
face.  The Ancient Chinese man’s guard grabs the Elegant 
Woman’s ankle and pulls her to the ground.  He bites her leg 
and she cries out.

Cage backs out of the room as the last of the police fall.  
He is chased from the room by the zombified detective and 
Riley.

The casino is in a panic.  Other police rush to the scene and 
are leapt on by the undead officers.  In seconds it’s 
pandemonium as all the zombies are loose and biting any flesh 
within reach.  

Cage grabs a zombie and throws it off of a cirque du soleil
waiter. The two fly up to the ceiling and stay at the bar as 
SCREAMS and GUNFIRE rage below.

WAITER
What the hell is going on?

NIC CAGE
Zombies, man.

WAITER
Who the hell brought a zombie here?

NIC CAGE
Old Chinese man.

WAITER
Are we safe up here?
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Before he can answer, another waiter rolls up to the ceiling 
bar with a zombie gnawing on him.

NIC CAGE
Is there a way out of here?

The waiter points to the end of a catwalk and a door marked 
exit.  Cage and the waiter start making their way towards it 
when a zombified waiter rolls up and grabs the waiter with 
Cage by the ankles, pulling him down to the catwalk and 
biting his thigh.

Cage grabs the waiter, tries to pull him away when another 
zombie flies up and together they pull Cage’s waiter off the 
catwalk, SCREAMING.  

More zombie wait staff roll up to the suspended bar.  Cage 
flees to the door and bursts through.

INT.KITCHEN.CONTINUOUS

Cage finds himself in a cramped restaurant kitchen.  Chinese 
chefs sweat and slave over ovens and stoves, fires flare 
around ingredients.  

NIC CAGE
Out!  Out!  Everyone has to get 
out!

The assorted cooks look at Cage as though he were mad.  He 
waves his arms dramatically.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
There’s zombies!

Everyone returns to work as the door behind him breaks down.  
A zombie waiter GROWLS and lurches forward.  The chefs YELL 
and SCREAM.  Cage pulls a meat cleaver from one chef’s hand 
and hurls it.  It spins through the air and thunks into the 
zombie’s forehead, dropping it like a rock.  Behind it, 
however, more approach.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
RUN!

The kitchen staff don’t wait this time as Cage ushers them 
all from the building.
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EXT.CHINATOWN.NIGHT

The rain is heavy now, the sky black.  Only the neon lights 
flashing and headlights of cars flood the darkness with their 
glare.

Cage runs from a Chinese restaurant onto the street, headlong 
into a Chinese delivery boy on a scooter.  The two of them 
CRASH to the ground together.  Cage stands hastily, helping 
the man, JEFFREY, 20S, to his feet.

NIC CAGE
Listen, i’m sorry about this but -

JEFFREY
Nicolas Cage?  You’re Nicolas Cage!

NIC CAGE
Yes, I am.  But listen, we have to -

JEFFREY
Oh my god, I love you!  Like, not 
in an insane way, but I love you.  
Oh my God, Face/Off is so bad ass, 
you have no idea.  Can I shake your 
hand?

He is already shaking Cage’s hand as he asks.

NIC CAGE
Well thank you.  But listen, we 
have to go.

JEFFREY
We do?  Why?

NIC CAGE
Is this your scooter?  Give me a 
ride to my hotel and I’ll tell you 
all about it?

Cage hops on the scooter.  It’s clear he’s about to leave so 
Jeffrey hops on the back.

JEFFREY
I’m going to have to get back to 
work soon.  I use this for 
deliveries

NIC CAGE
I think you’re probably OK 
tonight...uh...what’s your name?
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JEFFREY
Jeffrey.

Cage tears off into the night at slow speeds on the scooter.  
Behind them, a scream can be heard, and sirens.  Jeffery 
tries to look back in the darkness but doesn’t see anything.

NIC CAGE
Yeah, I don’t think anyone’s going 
back to work tonight.

An EXPLOSION rocks the night, a massive ball of fire behind 
them lights up the darkness.  Cage maintains a steady path on 
the bike, while Jeffrey flinches.

JEFFREY
Holy shit, what was that?

NIC CAGE
That, Jeffrey, is zombies.  

EXT.HOTEL.NIGHT

Nic Cage and Jeffrey pull up to a fancy hotel.  Cage parks 
next to a valet and tosses the keys at Jeffrey as he heads 
for the entrance.  Jeffrey quickly activates an alarm and 
runs after him.

INT.HOTEL ROOM.CONTINUOUS

Cage enters a large hotel room, tosses a room key on a table 
and sits on the bed, pulling out his phone.  He gestures to a 
chair and Jeffrey sits.  Cage holds the phone to his head and 
turns on a flat screen TV.  Images of Chinatown on fire flood 
in as live coverage from a helicopter camera on the local 
news.  The headline reads CHAOS IN CHINATOWN.

NIC CAGE
Marty, it’s Nic, listen I need a 
flight and I need it now.  Things 
got way weird here.

He pauses and nods.  The TV shows images of zombies shambling 
through fire and people running in all directions.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Marty, I need you to listen to this 
- I saw a zombie tonight, and it 
ate like a hundred people and now 
everyone in Chinatown is dead.  I 
want to leave town.
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Jeffery’s expression is shocked as Cage stands and paces the 
room.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Look at your TV, Marty.  It’s 
zombies.  It’s the walking dead and 
I killed one with a meat cleaver 
and I just came here to relax 
before the opening, Marty, this 
isn’t relaxing.

Cage paces faster, chews one of his nails.

JEFFREY
Um, Mr. Cage.

NIC CAGE
Jeffrey please, I’m on the phone.

JEFFREY
Mr. Cage, I have to go.  Look at 
this!  My house isn’t far from 
there, I live on 14th street! My 
girlfriend is there.  Her brother!  
I gotta get them out of here.

NIC CAGE
Jeffrey!

He pauses, listens.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
How the hell did they shut the 
airport down already?  Are you 
kidding?

Another beat, Jeffrey stands and looks antsy.  Cage holds up 
a finger to stop him.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
If I die here Marty, you’re fired.

He throws his phone onto the bed and rounds on Jeffrey.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Jeffrey, I’ve had a very trying 
half hour.  I just need to rest a 
minute, OK?  I need a drink, and a 
moment to think, and maybe some 
toast.
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JEFFREY
I’m sorry, Mr. Cage, but I have to 
go.  I have to get my girlfriend!  
She could be in danger.

NIC CAGE
Well, we’re all in danger, Jeffrey.  
The government already shut down 
the airport, can you believe that?  
Two things that’ll get the 
government on your ass faster than 
a tick in the long grass - unpaid 
taxes and zombies.

Cage approaches a bedside table and pour himself a small 
glass of water, which he drinks quickly and refills.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Would you like some water?

JEFFREY
What?

NIC CAGE
Water. This is no time to get 
dehydrated.

JEFFREY
No.  No!  Thank you.  I need to -

NIC CAGE
Go, I get it.  Come with me 
downstairs to the bar.  We’ll sit a 
minute, we’ll think up a plan.  
We’ll have a drink.  Ok?

JEFFREY
OK.

Cage grabs his room key and the two leave together.

INT.BAR.CONTINUOUS

The hotel bar is a ghost town, only a lone bartender remains, 
an old gentleman cleaning the same glass over and over.  Two 
TV’s show the madness in Chinatown.

BARTENDER
What can I get for you?

NIC CAGE
Yeah, a cranberry juice and soda, 
please.  Jeffrey?
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JEFFREY
What? No, I’m not thirsty!

NIC CAGE
Make it two, just in case.

The bartender nods and proceeds to make drinks while Cage and 
Jeffrey look at the TV.

JEFFREY
It was great meeting you, Mr. Cage, 
it really was, but I have to go.  
My family is here, do you 
understand?  My girlfriend! I’m not 
going to let them die for cranberry 
juice!

Cage looks at Jeffrey, drinks his drink very quickly.

NIC CAGE
If I were you, I would just wait 
this thing out here.  Let the army 
and the FBI get your girlfriend, 
take them to safety.  It’s not a 
normal scene out there.

JEFFREY
People are dying out there!

NIC CAGE
I know, my point exactly! This is 
intense, and weird, and scary. Do 
you know why I’m even in this town, 
Jeffery?  A movie premiere.  My new 
film opens tomorrow and I have to 
do an interview with E! and shake 
hands and then just go home. That’s 
not worth dying over.

Jeffery looks offended.

JEFFREY
I’m not asking you to come with me.

Cage taps his glass on the bar, looking thoughtful

NIC CAGE
You’re not?

JEFFREY
Why would I?  You’re just an actor.  
It’s been interesting Mr. Cage.  
Stay safe.
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Jeffery leaves the bar.  As he is on his way out a MASSIVE 
CRASH tears through the bar.  Cage, Jeffery and the bartender 
duck for cover amdist a RAIN OF RUBBLE caused by a massive 
bus driving through the wall.

Brick, wood and dust fill the air as the bus crashes to a 
stop at the bar.  The bus driver flies out of the windshield 
into the back of the bar, his body a tangled mess of bloody 
wounds.  

A zombie flops from a window, moaning and shambling, its body 
very twisted.  Nic Cage picks himself up from the rubble and 
catches the zombie’s eye.

NIC CAGE
Oh my God, Ryan Seacrest.

Zombie Seacrest lurches at Cage, who throws his empty glass. 
It smashes on Seacrest’s head but does little else.  Across 
the room, Jeffrey is pinned beneath rubble and more zombies 
are piling from the broken and now flaming bus.  The side of 
the bus proudly reads E! Entertainment News.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Jeffery, you still with me, buddy?

Jeffrey tries to pry himself free.

JEFFREY
I’m stuck.  I can’t move, what’s 
going on?

NIC CAGE
It’s the red carpet crew from E!  
They’re all zombies.  Stay loose, 
I’m coming for you!

Cage jumps the bar to escape zombie Seacrest and finds the 
bartender.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Are you alright?

The bartender nods, his head is cut open.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
If there’s a back door, use it.

The bartender nods again and stands, looking at zombie 
Seacrest in terror before sprinting for a door.  Seacrest is 
distracted by him and moves to follow as Cage stands, a 
bottle of expensive whisky in his hand.
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NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Hey Seacrest! You ARE the weakest 
link.

Cage brings the heavy bottle down on Seacrest’s still oddly 
perfect hair.  With a wet sound like a melon breaking, 
Seacrest’s head splits wide open.  He crumples to the ground.  
Grabbing a second bottle, Cage jumps the bar and makes his 
way to Jeffrey. 

A second zombie, a woman in a black dress missing a hand, 
turns just in time to take a bottle on the chin.  Her entire 
head separates from her body and lifts into the air.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Oh my God, I didn’t plan that.

JEFFREY
Plan what?

NIC CAGE
Oh, her head came right off.  
Shouldn’t a head be more secure?

JEFFREY
I have no idea, please help me.

Cage nods, runs to his.  Two more zombies are crawling from 
the crashed bus, one of them on fire, as Cage kneels next to 
Jeffrey and starts to pulls rubble from his legs and lower 
back.

JEFFREY (CONT’D)
Hurry!

NIC CAGE
I’m not Sunday driving, Jeffrey, 
hold on.

He tosses more aside, keeping his eyes on the zombies.  
Finally Jeffery is able to pull his legs free and the two 
stand just as the flaming zombie flops free of the bus and 
stands.  Cage hands Jeffrey one of the bottles.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Use this, it’s pretty effective.

JEFFREY
Thanks.

Together they step forward and swing from opposite sides.  
The flaming zombie roars in protest before the bottles hit 
and the head pops like a water balloon, splattering them both 
in brains.
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NIC CAGE
Oh, that’s gross.

He wipes his face on his shirt as he turns to leave, pulling 
Jeffery with him as more zombies crawl from the bus.

EXT.STREET.CONTINUOUS

SIRENS and SCREAMS fill the night.  Numerous fires can be 
seen near and fire, and cars race by while people run about.  
Cage and Jeffrey stand outside the hotel with the scooter 
just watching the panic for a moment.

NIC CAGE
This has gotten well out of hand.

Jeffery pulls the keys from his pocket and disarms the 
scooter alarm.  Cage grabs his arm.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
You can’t be serious about going 
back now.  

JEFFREY
What?  Of course I am.  I have to 
get to my family.

NIC CAGE
Jeffery, this thing...this city 
fell apart in like 15 minutes.  We 
need to get the hell out of here.

JEFFREY
What if it was your family?  

Cage stares at him and gestures around.

NIC CAGE
Kid, it’s...look!  It’s too 
dangerous.

JEFFREY
I have to try.  

He pulls away and starts the scooter.  Cage runs a hand 
through his hair.

NIC CAGE
God...damn it, Jeffrey.  Be safe.  
I want to see you again to prove 
you were safe and you survived 
this, you hear me?
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JEFFREY
Sure thing. Mr. Cage.  You too.

With an awkward wave, Jeffery begins to drive off.  Cage 
stands alone on the street.

As Jeffrey vanishes from sight, Cage’s PHONE RINGS.  He 
raises it to his ear.

NIC CAGE
Hi honey.  Not the best time just 
now.

He walks a few steps down the street.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
No, it’s zombies honey.  The 
undead, yeah.  No, I know.  Trust 
me.

A few more steps.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
I know, honey.  They shut the 
airport down.  And listen, Ryan 
Seacrest is dead.

Another step.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
No, I killed him myself, it was 
weird.  It’s OK though, he was a 
zombie.  I made a one liner about 
him being the Weakest Link, did he 
host that?

Cage stops, turning back again.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Honey listen, I have to go, I 
think.  I’m... not just an actor.  
I mean, I’m not, right? 

He nods.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Yeah, OK.  I gotta go save a kid 
from dying.  I’ll see you soon.

He hangs up and pockets his phone, stares out at the burning 
city.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
I’m an idiot.
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EXT.STREET.CONTINUOUS

Jeffrey drives his scooter between crashed and burning cars 
on a main road in a downtown area.  In the flickering lights 
around him, figures RUN and SCREAM.  Some are living, some 
are not.  

Taking a right around a crashed SUV, the scooter clips the 
head of a zombie on its hands and knees eating a body.  Its 
head rolls off into the distance while the scooter crashes 
and sends Jeffrey flying.  He lands with a THUD and lays 
still a moment.

The sound of SHUFFLING FEET rouses him and he looks up.  He 
is on a quiet, dark street, but behind him, another zombie 
approaches, limping on a stump where a foot used to be.

Jeffrey gets to his feet and begins an awkward run away from 
the zombie.  Two houses down, a figure lurches from the 
bushes, an OBESE ZOMBIE in a t shirt and underpants, a 
massive trail of fetid vomit covering it’s easily 400lb
frame.  

JEFFREY
Holy shit, Mr. Garfield!

Mr. Garfield BELCHES and black bile dribbles out.  A meaty, 
veiny arm swings for Jeffery, who dodges it easily.

JEFFREY (CONT’D)
Mr. Garfield, it’s me, Jeffery. You 
remember me?  I bring you that dim 
sum you like, every Saturday night.

Mr. Garfield GURGLES and lunges again.  Jeffery trips and 
falls back, curling into the fetal position as he falls.  Mr 
Garfield tumbles with him, mouth agape.  The zombie’s massive 
maw crushes into Jeffery’s helmet sending teeth flying in all 
directions.  His stomach explodes when they hit, squelching 
sludge and guts in a starburst pattern around them.

The half exploded zombie continues to try to gum Jeffery’s 
helmet.  Jeffrey tries to wriggle free but the massive man 
weighs far too much. Slime and blood drools from the zombie 
all over his helmet.

JEFFREY (CONT’D)
Oh God, this is the grossest thing 
ever.  Help me!  Someone!

A sand wedge suddenly cracks Mr. Garfield in the head, 
removing the top half and splattering his brains into the 
night.  The body slumps to the side as a hand reaches for 
Jeffery’s.  
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It is PETE, 20s, a tall, skinny man with messy hair.  Behind 
him is LINDSAY, 20s, Pete’s sister and Jeffrey’s girlfriend.  
She is a tall, pretty red head.

JEFFREY (CONT’D)
Pete!  Lindsay!  We have to get out 
of here, you won’t believe what’s 
going on.

Pete pulls Jeffery out from under Mr. Garfield.

PETE
The city is overrun with zombies?  
No, we got that.  It’s even on CNN.

Lindsay grabs him and hugs him.

LINDSAY
Are you OK?  Where were you?  I 
call your work and they said you 
never came back from your last 
delivery and that someone was 
eating the head cook and then they 
hung up.  I was so worried.

He loosens his grip on her slightly and undoes his helmet, 
tossing it aside.

JEFFREY
I ran into Nic Cage and took him to 
his hotel, it was crazy.

LINDSAY
Nic cage the actor?

JEFFREY
Yeah! He saved my life, it was 
insane, and then he killed Ryan 
Seacrest, made some weird crack 
about the Weakest Link, but I had 
to come back for you guys.  The 
whole city is shutdown!

PETE
For real, Wolf Blitzer says 
everyone needs to stay indoors.  

He holds the sand wedge ready as the footless zombie limps 
ever so slowly closer to the three of them.

JEFFREY
Why are you guys outside?
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LINDSAY
Thought we heard the scooter and 
then we heard you yelling.  It was 
a rescue mission!

JEFFREY
Oh.  Awesome.  Let’s get inside.

PETE
One sec.  I need to get rid of 
Stumpy here.

Pete lines up his shot like a golf pro and points into the 
distance.

PETE (CONT’D)
FORE!

He swings and the zombie’s head flies.  It hurtles back into 
the distance, past the crashed SUV and smacks another zombie 
right in the face, knocking it to the ground.

PETE (CONT’D)
Oh shit, son, did you see that?

He LAUGHS and points.  As he does so, a zombie stumbles out 
from behind the SUV.  Then another.  Then another.  The one 
he knocked out gets shakily to its feet, its face now smashed 
in, and heads towards them as well. More follow it, now 
coming in pairs, and then threes and fours.  Easily three 
dozen of them shambling up the street.

LINDSAY
Oh my God, Peter.

JEFFREY
C’mon!

He grabs his girlfriend and friend and pulls them down the 
street.

INT.HOUSE.CONTINUOUS

Pete and Jeffrey use a bookshelf to barricade a door while 
Lindsay rifles through kitchen drawers for weapons, coming up 
with a hammer and a couple of large knives.  The lights are 
all out and the curtains drawn while the three huddle 
together in the living room, peeking out through blinds.

PETE
There’s like 60 out there.
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JEFFREY
Good job, Tiger Woods.

PETE
This isn’t on me. You can’t blame 
zombies on me.

JEFFREY
Yeah, well...I think it was Nic 
Cage’s fault actually.

Lindsay peers over his shoulder out the window.  Stumbly
figures abound on the road.

LINDSAY
I thought he just made stupid 
movies.

JEFFREY
He makes awesome movies, thank you.  
But i think he was there when it 
started somehow.

LINDSAY
Well you should have asked him to 
turn it off.  I don’t know where 
mom and dad are, I don’t know where 
the girls from yoga are and i’m
pretty sure I saw my boss eating a 
guy earlier.

JEFFREY
Everyone’s probably fine.  Indoors.  
Staying safe.  No need for anyone 
to be a hero.  Just wait for the 
FBI, like Mr. Cage said.

PETE
The FBI?  Jesus, Jeff. This whole 
thing reeks of government fuckery
to me.  I bet this is a CIA plot.  
Ooh,look at that one!

He points out the window at a zombie trailing its own guts, 
tripping on its colon every other step.

JEFFREY
This is the worst government plot 
in history if it is.  Kill your tax 
payers? Ruin a city’s 
infrastructure? 
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PETE
Trust me, man.  Military shit. 
Weapons testing.

An explosion a block over lights up the night suddenly.  The 
lawn, briefly lit, can be seen and it is full of zombies.  
Dead eyes lock on Pete and he closes the blinds.

They stand in silence a moment as MOANS and GROANS fill the 
night.  Suddenly there is a THUMP at the door.

LINDSAY
What do we do?

PETE
Shh. Play dead. Zombies don’t eat 
the dead.

LINDSAY
But we’re talking. The dead don’t 
talk.

PETE
I know.  Stop talking.

LINDSAY
Oh. Right.

They stand in silence. Another THUMP on the door.  Then 
another.  Suddenly the window next to them breaks with a 
CRASH.  Pete scrambles back as a hand lashes out.  He smashes 
it with his golf club over and over.  Another hand joins and 
the zombie begins to pull itself into the house until Pete 
crushes its head.  As soon as it falls, a second tries 
climbing through.  Somewhere, another window SMASHES.

Pete beats in the head of a new zombie.  More windows break, 
arms push in from windows across the room and in the kitchen.  
The three look around in the panic as a new figure tears the 
blinds clean from the window.  Pete swings and the club stops 
with a smack.  Nic Cage holds it in his hand.

NIC CAGE
Watch it there, Tiger Woods.  I 
need this skull.

JEFFREY
Mr Cage!  What the hell?  How did 
you find me?
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NIC CAGE
You told me where you lived.  And 
this is the only house on the block 
being swarmed by zombies.  It made 
sense.

He smiles, nodding.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Oh, hello.  Nicolas Cage. You must 
be Lindsay and Pete.

He holds his hand out to Lindsay and then to Pete, who shake.

LINDSAY
Nice to meet you.

Jeffery stares at Cage, grinning.

JEFFREY
I knew it.  I knew you’d come and 
help.

NIC CAGE
Well, I couldn’t let you run off 
and get yourself killed.  We just 
met, I’d feel awful. 

Jeffery laughs and hugs Cage, who awkwardly just lets the 
gesture happen.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Right, well, we need to go.

He turns as another zombie pops its head in the window, 
pulling the golf club from Pete’s grip and smashing the 
undead in the top of the skull.

JEFFREY
Where can we go.

NIC CAGE
Well I was thinking, I’m here for 
this premier.  The theater is huge, 
way on the other side of town, 
windowless, lit up like Christmas 
and pretty secure with room for 
hundreds.  We should head there.

JEFFREY
Good thinking.
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LINDSAY
How is that good thinking?  A movie 
theatre? The news said stay home.  
Stay safe! Not run across town.

Cage looks from Jeffrey to Lindsay.

NIC CAGE
Lindsay, hi. I understand your 
trepidation, but as you may have 
noticed, your home is compromised.  
We really need to move.

LINDSAY
How do we walk across town without 
getting eaten?

NIC CAGE
Carefully.  Do you guys have any 
weapons here?  Like a shotgun 
or...two shotguns?

Lindsay holds up a hammer.  Cage GRUNTS.  Jeffrey gives Pete 
a light slap.

JEFFREY
I think it’s time.

PETE
Huh?

JEFFREY
Dude.  American Ninja.

Pete smiles.

PETE
Right!  Hold down the fort, I’ll be 
right back.

He runs deeper into the house.  Another zombie flops through 
the broken window and Lindsay gives it a crack in the skull 
with her hammer.  The end gets lodged in its brain and she 
has to pry a moment to get it free.

NIC CAGE
Nice shot.

LINDSAY
That was my neighbor.  I just 
bashed in Mr. Latrell’s brains with 
a hammer.
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NIC CAGE
I know.  Nice shot.

Jeffery uses a candy dish to fend off another zombie as Pete 
runs back into the room with a long, black fabric bundle 
under his arm.  He tosses the package on the ground and 
unrolls it, revealing inside a small arsenal of ninja weapons 
including swords, throwing stars and a kusarigama, a 
handscythe on a long chain with a heavy metal weight at the 
other hand.

LINDSAY
Peter, what the hell?

PETE
American Ninja, Linz.  This stuff 
is serious.

NIC CAGE
Extremely serious.  Why were you 
fighting with a golf club?

He leans down and touches the weapons, looking up at Pete.  
Pete shrugs.

PETE
Wasn't this serious before.  This 
stuff cost me almost a year’s pay.  
I don’t want guts on it.

Cage picks up the kusarigama in both hands.

NIC CAGE
Peter, it’s time to get guts on it.

PETE
Pete.  Please.

NIC CAGE
Pete.  Are you ready?

Pete pulls a short Ninjato sword and hands a longer katana to 
Jeffrey.  All that remains are some throwing stars and darts.

LINDSAY
I don’t get a sword?

PETE
There’s throwing stars.

LINDSAY
What am I, an idiot?  Give me that 
golf club.
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She takes the club from Nic Cage.

LINDSAY (CONT’D)
Now we’re ready.  To follow a movie 
star to a movie theatre in the 
middle of a zombie apocalypse.  
We’re all idiots.

Nic Cage puts a hand on her shoulder.

NIC CAGE
Lindsay, I’m in my 50s, I’m a 
father and the IRS has been living 
up my ass for the better part of a 
decade.  I just want to go home.  
Don’t bust my balls, OK?

Lindsay’s eyes narrow and she exhales loudly as Pete swipes 
his sword through a zombie’s head behind them.

LINDSAY
Fine.  Fine!  Let’s go.

Nic Cage smiles.  

NIC CAGE
Good choice.  

He looks at the window, piled with zombie bodies.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Let’s take the door.

EXT.LAWN.CONTINUOUS

The front door of the house bursts open behind the powerful 
kick of Nic Cage. He steps into the night swinging the 
weighted end of his kusarigama.  A zombie tries to stumble up 
the steps towards him and he brings the weight down with 
crushing force on its head, popping it like a melon.  Behind 
him, Pete and Jeffrey take out zombies on the porch as 
Lindsay follows cage down the front walk.

EXT.STREET.CONTINUOUS

Cage and the 3 friends hit the street and move quickly the 
direction Jeffrey had originally come from.  Suddenly a 
SCREAM breaks through the night.  The four stop, looking to 
the houses on the opposite side of the street.

LINDSAY
That’s Mrs. Grayson.
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NIC CAGE
Who’s Mrs. Grayson?

LINDSAY
Does it matter?  She’s in trouble.

Cage winces, looks around the streets. Another SCREAM rings 
out from a house two doors down.

NIC CAGE
Let me guess. Mr. Witherspoon.

PETE
Mr. Jameson, actually. I think.  
Dave Jameson.  He was my volleyball 
coach in highschool.

Another SCREAM and ANOTHER ring out.  Cries of HELP or just 
wordless SHOUTS begin to make a chorus.

JEFFREY
We have to do something, Mr. Cage.

NIC CAGE
Nic, please.  And yeah...we have 
to.  Right?  I mean, we have to. 
It’s the right thing to do.

JEFFREY
It’s what Ghostrider would do.

NIC CAGE
Actually I don’t think he would.  
But I get your point.

JEFFREY
If we leave them they’ll die!

NIC CAGE
Yeah.  Well then.  Let’s not let 
that happen.

INT.HOUSE.CONTINUOUS

The door to a darkened house smashes in.  Nic Cage and 
Jeffrey barrel in.  Before them, in the dimly lit house, an 
older lady, MRS GRAYSON, 60S, fends off a zombie with a 
frying pan.  Nic Cage plants the blade of the hand-scythe in 
the back of the zombie’s skull and it drops like a sack of 
potatoes.

As he tries to pull it free, another zombie lunges from the 
shadows and pushes him into a hutch.  
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He grabs blindly and pulls free a heavy crystal, bringing it 
down on the zombie’s head with a crunch.

NIC CAGE
Ha, Nic Knacked!

He LAUGHS, looks at the others in the room.  Jeffery half 
smiles.

MRS. GRAYSON
Lindsay, is that you?

LINDSAY
It is, Mrs. Grayson, are you OK?

MRS. GRAYSON
Well no.  Those men tried to eat 
me.

LINDSAY
They’re zombies, Mrs. Grayson.  We 
have to get you out of here.  We’re 
going to...ugh. We’re going to try 
to get to safety.

MRS. GRAYSON
Oh. Well let me get my purse.

She puts the frying pan down on an end table and goes to the 
front door, pulling her purse from a rack there.  She gives 
Nic Cage a pat on the shoulder.

MRS. GRAYSON (CONT’D)
That was a piece of amethyst 
dearie, not a knick knack.

NIC CAGE
Right.  I should have known.

He pulls the hand scythe blade from the first zombie and they 
leave.

INT.HOUSE.CONTINUOUS

Another door kicked in.  Pete leaps into the fray and beheads 
a zombie.  In the background, Mrs. Grayson and Lindsay watch 
from the door.  The men folk rescue Mr. Jameson.

INT.APARTMENT.CONTINUOUS

The door smashes, a young couple fighting zombies with chairs 
look up as Nic Cage and Jeffrey take them out.
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INT.GARAGE.CONTINUOUS

A man with hedge clippers protects his two kids and wife from 
the mailman zombie.  Jeffrey stabs it in the head.

INT.HOUSE.CONTINUOUS

Some teenage boys are using couch cushions and a lamp to fend 
off their zombie parents.  Nic Cage kicks in a glass sliding 
door.

NIC CAGE
Prepare to get Caged!

The boys look confused.  Cage shrugs and smashes the weighed 
end into one zombie’s face while Lindsay smashes the second 
with her golf club.  The other rescued families watch from 
the patio.

EXT.STREET.CONTINUOUS

Cage and crew lead a small army down the street.  Most are 
armed with rudimentary weapons - baseball bats, chair legs 
and kitchen knives.  

JEFFREY
So which theatre is your premiere 
at?

NIC CAGE
Uh, the Valleyview Silvercity.  
It’s new.

JEFFREY
Valleyview? It’s like 15 miles from 
here!

Cage winces, SHUSHES Jeffrey.

NIC CAGE
I know that, Jeffrey.  That’s why I 
thought it might be safe.  If the 
government shut down everything so 
fast, maybe it’s beyond some kind 
of barricade or whatever.  

JEFFREY
Oh.  Oh!  That’s a great idea.  I 
knew you’d know what to do.

Behind them, Lindsay shakes her head.
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NIC CAGE
Yeah.  Well, let’s hope, right?  
Cell signals aren’t working right 
now, otherwise I’d just call Marty 
and ask.

Another CALL FOR HELP from the street ahead.  Cars and 
vehicles are plowed into shops on both sides of what was once 
part of downtown.  A charter bus is nearest them, half into a 
variety store’s front window.  Fires burn sporadically, in 
cars and in shops.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Hold up, let me check this out.

He approaches the bus as Lindsay grabs Jeffrey’s arm.

LINDSAY
Don’t encourage him.

JEFFREY
What do you mean?

LINDSAY
All this “i know you’d know what to 
do” stuff.  He’s an actor, Jeffrey.

JEFFREY
He’s an awesome actor, Lindz. The 
only R-Rated movie I saw in 
theatres with my dad before he died 
was Lord of War. We watched Con 
Air, Face/Off, The Rock and 8MM
before we left, it was awesome.  
Nic Cage is awesome!

She SIGHS and give shim a quick kiss.

LINDSAY
Just remember those are all roles 
he played, Jeff.  He’s just an 
actor.

JEFFREY
I said that to him earlier today.  
Before he saved us.  

LINDSAY
Well, it’s good to remember.  He’s 
not an action here.

Jeffrey nods to the crowd.
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JEFFREY
He’s still a good guy.

NIC CAGE
Ah! Jesus!

Ahead of them, next to the bus, Nic Cage winces and stumbles 
back as a box of cookies bounces off his head.  The emergency 
exit lurches and falls open under the weight of several 
zombie Girl Scouts.

From the window, more cookies tumble out along with another 
zombie Girl Scout.  She lands at Cage’s feet as more and more 
pour out the back door and come scrambling towards the 
survivors.

LINDSAY
Oh shit, it’s troop 164!

She swings her club at a little girl with blonde and bloodied 
pigtails.  Half of the girls head slices off.  The remaining 
half growls and Lindsay scowls, bringing the club down again, 
finishing the job.

Dozens of little girls caked in blood and smashed cookie bits 
tumble from the bus.  Cage takes out the one at his feet as 
Jeffrey and Pete help Lindsay.  Weapons and limbs fly as more 
little girls pour from the bus.  The sound begins to attract 
the attention of other nearby zombies who begin to creep in 
on the survivors.

JEFFREY
Mr. Cage, we have a problem!

Cage pulls his blade from a zombie Scout’s forehead and looks 
around the street.  Dozens of zombies approach from all 
directions.

NIC CAGE
Everybody stay close, follow 
Jeffrey!

He rushes to the end of the bus and slams the exit door shut 
on a Scout’s head as Lindsay and crew dispatch the rest.  
Taking a quick look into the bus, he grabs Jeffery and pushes 
him inside.

JEFFREY
What’s in here?
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NIC CAGE
Cookies?  I don’t know.  Lead 
everyone through the bus and out of 
the back of the store.  I’ll make 
sure everyone gets in OK.  OK?

JEFFREY
Awesome!

NIC CAGE
Yeah.  I guess.

Jeffrey jumps into the bus and pulls in Lindsay with him.  
Pete follows alone with Mrs. Grayson and the rest of their 
crew of survivors until only Nic Cage is left on the street.  

As the zombie horde closes in, Cage hops into the bus.  One 
of the Scouts grabs his ankle and trips him, causing him to 
fall at the back of the bus.  The little girl sinks her teeth 
into his shoe and he kicks her with his other foot, breaking 
her lower jaw off and knocking her back.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Stick to Thin Mints, you little 
creep.

He LAUGHS to himself and looks around.  No one else is there 
to hear, so he stands and pulls the bus door closed.

INT.STORE.CONTINUOUS

Cage jumps out of the front of the bus into the wrecked 
store.  The backdoor is open before him and the crowd of 
survivors stand motionless on the other side.  Cage, looking 
frustrated, runs and pushes through the crowd.

EXT.PARKING LOT.CONTINUOUS

Cage enters the lot behind the shop.  A massive tent blocks 
most of the place from view, with huge balloons and banners 
everywhere.  it is the Circus.

NIC CAGE
What the hell is this?

LINDSAY
Bruiser Brothers Circus is in town.  
They say it’s the greatest circus 
on earth.

JEFFREY
Every circus says that.
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LINDSAY
I know.

PETE
It is pretty good though.  Remember 
5 years ago, their lion tamer 
almost got mauled to death, right 
in front of an audience.

LINDSAY
That’s horrible.

PETE
Well, yeah.

NIC CAGE
Great.  Well, the tent will be good 
cover in case anything follows us.  
Come on.

He moves to the end of the massive red and white striped Big 
Top and bends down, lifting up some fabric for others.  The 
survivors duck under quickly and quietly.

INT.CIRCUS TENT.CONTINOUS

The circus Big Top is enormous.  Massive stands circle a 
central stage area and everything appears to be in disarray.  
The survivors pop out under the stands, in near pitch 
blackness.

PETE
I can’t see shit.

LINDSAY
Because it’s dark, Peter. 

PETE
Does anyone have a flashlight?

ANGRY MAN
Shut up, you idiots!

The voice hisses from the near distance.  In the near total 
blackness, only the vaguest shape can be seen of a man 
handled under the stands nearby with some other figures.

PETE
Idiot?  If I’m an idiot, how did I 
find this?
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With a metallic THUNK sound, Pete pushes something.  Suddenly 
the entire tent has lit up and loud, godawful CIRCUS MUSIC 
begins to play.  Pete stands next to a generator control 
panel.  Huge wires snake away from it in several directions.

Nearby, a man and a small handful of other men, women and 
children are huddled beneath the stands.  In the light they 
look panicked.

ANGRY MAN
What did you do?  Why did you do 
that?

PETE
So we can see, obviously.

Beneath the stands, other figures begin to shuffle about now, 
coming towards the voices.

LINDSAY
Maybe not the best thing just now.  
We need to keep moving.

NIC CAGE
Good plan.  Maybe that way.

Cage points towards the edge of the stands and what looks 
like a pathway.  The crowd heads in that direction while the 
angry man shakes his head.

ANGRY MAN
No, you don’t want to go in there.

NIC CAGE
Relax.  Look, we have ninja 
weapons.

He holds up his kusarigama.  The man looks confused.

ANGRY MAN
Are you Nicolas Cage?

NIC CAGE
I am.  Come on.

Cage pats him on the shoulder and then jogs to catch up with 
everyone.

Out from under the stands, they’re in the entrance the talent 
uses to get into the circus stage area.  They move swiftly 
out under the Big Top and then stop suddenly in a group.  On 
the far side of the tent, a zombie on Stilts dressed like 
Uncle Sam teeters and totters with huge, ungainly steps 
towards them.
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A noise from behind alerts them to the talent entrance.  A 
trio of midget tumblers in matching, sparkling leotards push 
into the tent, followed by a tall, skinny zombie who has the 
hilt of a sword down his throat, the blade sticking out the 
back of his neck.

A bevy of clown zombies amble closer from the stands, with 
them a tall, bearded lady and a muscle bound zombie with 
biceps like cantaloupes wearing a wrestling singlet.

As the loud music plays on, more flood in from beyond the 
tent.  The last is a zombie nude from the waist up, its skin 
a pale purple, and growing out of its neck and shoulder is a 
second, tiny head with one arm, a parasitic zombie twin, that 
snaps its tiny teeth at the air. 

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
This is a thing that is happening.

JEFFREY
What do we do?  There’s too many.

The crowd huddle up tight.  Panic and fear are visible on 
many faces.  Nic cage looks around the Big Top in a panic.  
Suddenly he stops.  On the far side of the room sits a 
massive tube.  A cannon.

NIC CAGE
Make some noise.  Lots of it.

JEFFREY
Wont that make them pissy?

NIC CAGE
I hope so.  Pete, you think you can 
use that thing?

He points to the cannon.  Pete smiles.

PETE
How hard could it be?  It’s circus 
technology.

NIC CAGE
Right.  Jeffrey, I need you and 
Lindsay to keep everyone together, 
and slowly make your way to the 
cannon.  Slowly!  Get all these 
zombies to follow you.  I need them 
in a tight formation.

LINDSAY
What the hell are you going to do?
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NIC CAGE
Going to show them what I think of 
the circus.

Cage and Pete run to the cannon together.  Lindsay looks at 
Jeffrey like they’re crazy and Jeffrey only shrugs.

JEFFREY
You heard him everyone.  Make some 
noise.

The survivors begin YELLING and SHOUTING at the zombies.  The 
stilt walker, strong man, bearded lady, clowns, sword 
swallower, tumblers, zombie Siamese twin and more focus on 
them and shamble forward.  Each step they take, the crowd 
moves a little closer to the cannon, keeping the same 
distance as the zombies close in.

At the cannon, Cage takes a look at the control panel with 
Pete.  There’s a big red button that says “fire” and a wheel 
to raise and lower the barrel.

NIC CAGE
Oh, that’s easy enough.

PETE
Yeah!  So what are we doing?

NIC CAGE
You’re going to shoot me right at 
that net.

He points across the Big Top, past all the survivors and 
zombies as he grabs a striped helmet from a rack and puts it 
on.

PETE
OK.  Why?

NIC CAGE
Because, Peter, we don’t have time 
to fart around with an entire 
zombie circus.

PETE
Right.  Just say when.

NIC CAGE
As soon as our people are clear.

Cage claps him on the shoulder and runs to the front of the 
cannon.  Pete lowers the barrel and Cage unfurls the chain of 
his kasurigama before climbing in.  After a second, he pops 
his hand out with the thumbs up.
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Pete watches Jeffrey and Lindsay move the survivors closer to 
the cannon.  Once all the zombies have bunched together in a 
group pursuing them, he adjusts the level of the cannon 
barrel.

PETE
Jeff, Linz, everybody duck!

Pete’s yell sounds over the music.  The survivors turn 
around.  Cage waves from the barrel of the massive cannon.

LINDSAY
Jesus.

She flops to the ground, pulling Jeffrey and the Angry Man 
with her.  

NIC CAGE
EAT JAPANESE STEEL YOU UNDEAD
BUTTHOLES!

Everybody drops flat as Pete slaps the red button.

With a THUNDEROUS BOOM, Nic Cage blasts from the barrel of 
the cannon.  He tucks his body in like a diver and begins to 
spin, the scythe blade of his kusarigama spinning free.

The blade on the chain spins like a helicopter. Cage has 
become a human lawnmower. His weapon tears into the crowd of 
circus zombies like a hot knife through butter.  Rotten flesh 
is shredded like cabbage in a food processor, bits and pieces 
fly to all corners of the tent.  Heads, arms, torsos, nothing 
is spared until Cage hits the far net, the blade of his 
weapon getting embedded in the stone floor as he bounces 
free.

Jeffrey stands, his back splattered with gore, and looks 
around in awe.  The red and white big top is now green and 
black and red.  They’re ankle-deep in sludge.  The circus 
music keeps playing.

JEFFREY
Holy shit.

Beside him, Lindsay stands also, wiping her shoulders.

LINDSAY
Yeah.

At the net, Cage stands and removes his helmet.  He gives 
everyone the thumbs up again.

JEFFREY
As if he’s not an action hero.
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Cage stumbles a step and then throws up on the ground.  He 
wipes his mouth then gives another thumbs up.

LINDSAY
He’s just a guy, Jeff.  But that 
was pretty cool.

Cage spends a moment trying to free his weapon, then give sup 
on it, running to join the others.

NIC CAGE
We should get going, this terrible 
music is going to keep attracting 
more zombies.

He points to an exit and starts ushering everyone in that 
direction.

PETE
That was the craziest thing I’ve 
ever seen.

NIC CAGE
Yeah?  I once saw Johnny Depp eat 
55 pickled eggs in a single 
sitting.

The two stare at each other a moment.

PETE
Are you comparing that to what just 
happened?

NIC CAGE
Sort of.  I mean, it was 55 eggs.  
Can you even imagine that?

He pats Pete on the shoulder again and starts moving, 
following the others.

EXT.STREET.CONTINUOUS

Cage catches up to Jeffrey and Lindsay who are leading the 
back.  They walk swiftly and quietly down a deserted street, 
dodging crashed cars and the occasional body.

LINDSAY
Peter’s probably right. It must be 
a government thing.
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JEFFREY
I’m telling you, it’s some kind of 
super villain thing.  Either way, 
we stick together, we’ll all be OK.

NIC CAGE
If it helps at all, it’s neither of 
those things.

They both turn to Cage as he insinuates himself between them.  
he is carrying a tire iron now.

JEFFREY
What?

NIC CAGE
The zombies.  It’s not a 
supervillain or the government.  
It’s an old Chinese gambler.

JEFFREY
What does that mean?

He looks at Lindsay. She shrugs.  A zombie with a hot dog 
cart shuffles into view and Lindsay smashes his head in 
without missing a beat.

NIC CAGE
It’s probably harder to explain 
than that.  But an old Chinese man 
brought a zombie to a poker game, 
and it escaped.  And this happened.

JEFFREY
Where the hell did the old Chinese 
man get a zombie.

NIC CAGE
That I don’t know.  If I ever see 
him again I’ll ask.

JEFFREY
Yeah.  You should do that.  Because 
this is pretty messed up.

NIC CAGE
It is.  It is, right?  I’m sorry I 
got you into this Jeffery.  You and 
your friends.

Jeffery shrugs, pausing briefly to sever the head of a zombie 
mailman.
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JEFFREY
If you hadn’t hijacked my bike, I 
probably would have died along with 
everyone else.  Plus you came back 
for us all.  So you saved us all, 
really.

NIC CAGE
I don’t think Lindsay buys that.

Off to the side, Lindsay and Pete take out a pair of zombie 
cops.

JEFFREY
You know what it is?  She’s a huge 
fan of John Travolta and Face/Off 
really pissed her off.  Felt he got 
a raw deal in it.

NIC CAGE
But he survives.  He’s the good 
guy. 

JEFFREY
Yeah, but you were really shitty to 
him.

NIC CAGE
My character, yes. I like John. I 
can tell her that, if you think it 
will help.  I have dinner with him 
sometimes.

JEFFREY
Nah, it’s cool. Also, I stood her 
up once for a work thing to go see 
The Sorcerer’s Apprentice.

NIC CAGE
Oh.  Well thank you.  I really 
enjoyed working on that one, nice 
to know it was appreciated.

Jeffrey waves it off.

JEFFREY
You were my dad’s favorite actor.  
He loved Leaving Las Vegas.  He 
watched it on VHS so much the tape 
broke.  Some days we’d just 
randomly start quoting lines and 
finish whole scenes together.  It 
was fun.
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NIC CAGE
Was, huh? Not his favorite anymore?

JEFFREY
You were.  Til the end.  He died, 
geez, 10 years ago now?  But he 
loved you, man.  Every time I watch 
one of your movies I remember what 
it was like being there with him, 
just sitting on the couch.  Big 
bowl of popcorn, he’d have a beer, 
I’d have a cherry Coke, we’d pop a 
movie in the VCR and the next two 
hours we were running with you 
through Alcatraz, or stealing 50 
cars with you and Angelina Jolie. 
Drove my mom insane watching the 
same movies over and over, but oh 
well.

A zombie jogger tumbles out of an alley, complete with 
obscenely tight shorts and a sweatband caked in yellow and 
brown fluids.  Cage brings his tire iron down on its skull 
with a wet crunch.

NIC CAGE
I’m glad I could do that for you.  
You know, my work could bring you 
and your dad together like that.

JEFFREY
Me too. You still do.  Your movies, 
I mean.  When I see you, I see my 
dad.  I could watch any movie, any 
actor, to waste a couple of hours.  
That’s not why I watch your movies, 
though.  I wish Lindsay would get 
that.

Nic nods slowly, a little awkward, and smiles.

NIC CAGE
Yeah, I don’t think she’s 
nominating me for a People’s Choice 
any time soon.

JEFFREY
Maybe not.  She’s great, don’t get 
it wrong.  She’s the most caring 
and wonderful person I’ve ever met.  
Its just, you know, how do I 
explain why I need to watch Ghost 
Rider because of my dad every time 
it’s on TV, you know?
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Nic nods.

NIC CAGE
I think he’d be pretty proud of you 
today, helping all these people to 
safety.  

JEFFREY
Thanks.

There is another awkward moment as they reach an overpass, 
Jeffrey moves as though he may hug Nic when Lindsay suddenly 
appears.

LINDSAY
What do you boys make of that over 
there?

She points to the road that passes below them, and a building 
beyond it.  A massive big box store with a single light 
blinking on and off in a pattern.

NIC CAGE
That’s Morse code.  SOS. 

PETE
Think it’s a trick?

He looks seriously between the others.

NIC CAGE
Do I think what?  The zombies are 
sending up an SOS from the local 
Wal Mart?

PETE
Yeah.  Lure us in like suckers and 
then BAM! Brain eating time.

NIC CAGE
No, Pete, I don’t think that.

JEFFREY
Also, they don’t eat brains.

Pete looks stunned and offended.

PETE
What the hell do you mean they 
don’t eat brains? Zombies always 
eat brains.  It’s like their 
trademark.
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JEFFREY
Haven’t you been paying attention?  
They eat everything.  It’s like the 
condition causes a breakdown in 
their basic understanding of the 
world around them until they’re 
motivated by nothing but a very 
basic hunger.

PETE
But they want brains most of all.

JEFFREY
If you destroy the brain you 
destroy the zombie.  In point of 
fact, brains would be the only 
thing a zombie would want to 
preserve, if they had any ability 
to be rational.

PETE
What?

JEFFREY
Think about it.

Pete frowns, looks serious a moment.

PETE
Jesus...

JEFFREY
I know, right?  Mindblowing.  But 
also, if we take the highway past 
that store, we’ll shave a few miles 
off the trip by crossing the river. 
They just closed down the quartz 
mine over there and opened a new 
road.  We can save whoever’s there 
and get where we’re going faster.  

NIC CAGE
Then what are we waiting for?  
Let’s go shopping.

PETE
Why would we go shopping right now?

NIC CAGE
We’re not.  It’s just...like a 
joke, because that’s a store. It’s 
like a one-liner.
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PETE
Oh.  It’s not super funny though.

NIC CAGE
Well no, it’s just a spur of the 
moment thing.  Forget it.

EXT.HIGHWAY.CONTINUOUS

The crew of survivors, now at least 100 strong, make their 
way down an embankment next to the overpass and hit the 
highway.  Cage, Lindsay, Pete and Jeffrey are still in the 
lead as they make their way down the stretch of road to the 
big box store.

EXT.STORE PARKING LOT.CONTINUOUS

The parking lot is packed with vehicles and undead.  The 
front doors of the store are swarmed by a mob of zombies 
while on the roof a small army of survivors throw things like 
car batteries, dumbbells and other portable but heavy items, 
while a few others take shots with rifles at the undead
below.  The numbers are vastly uneven however, with perhaps 
50 people on the roof and hundreds of zombies.

Cage and crew stop at the edge of the parking lot, looking 
over the scene.

LINDSAY
I’m all for helping people, but 
this is insane.  There’s too many.

JEFFREY
What if we get a bomb or something?

LINDSAY
A bomb?  From where?

Jeffrey shrugs.

JEFFREY
I dunno.  Where do people normally 
get bombs?

They both look at Nic Cage.  He looks confused.

NIC CAGE
I’ve never seen a real bomb in my 
life.

JEFFREY
What if we light a car on fire?
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NIC CAGE
Cars don’t really blow up when they 
burn.  That’s more of a movie 
thing.

JEFFREY
Well...I got nothing.

Cage turns his attention away from the store for a moment. 
Beyond it, in the distance against some rocky hills, are more 
lights.

NIC CAGE
What’s that?

JEFFREY
The mine. They just closed it down 
this week, still clearing 
everything out.

NIC CAGE
I have an idea.  Just chill out 
here for a few minutes.  Don’t let 
anyone die.

He claps Jeffrey on the shoulder and takes off, circling wide 
around the store through the parking lot towards the mine.  
The survivors watch him go in silence.  

EXT.MINE.CONTINUOUS

Cage creeps slowly from the parking lot, crouched down amidst 
parked cars, to a fenced in dirt lot full of heavy 
construction equipment and trailers.  There are huge lights 
on towers powered by an unseen generator.

In the midst of the rocky lot, one or two zombies can be seen 
shambling about.  Cage crouches by a bush near the gate and 
looks out over dump trucks and bulldozers.  After a moment of 
seeming to look for something, he smiles.

NIC CAGE
Bingo.

He stands and runs into the lot.

EXT.PARKING LOT.CONTINUOUS

Everyone is crouched low.  Some of the survivors are sitting 
in groups behind cars.  Lindsay, Pete and Jeffrey wait behind 
a parked pick up, surveying the area.
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PETE
What do you think he’s doing?

LINDSAY
Stealing the Declaration of 
Independence.

PETE
Really?

LINDSAY
No, Peter.  Not really.

Jeffrey smiles.

JEFFREY
I knew you liked that movie.

LINDSAY
It was alright.

PETE
What if there’s another cannon over 
there?  That’d be pretty awesome.

LINDSAY
They don’t mine with cannons.  Not 
traditionally.

PETE
What do they mine with?

LINDSAY
How should I know?  Drills?

A RUMBLING SOUND fills the night.  The zombies at the doors 
to the store slowly react, turning their attention from the 
rooftop survivors to the new noise.  Someone on the roof 
YELLS and points into the distance.

PETE
What the hell is that?

LINDSAY
Stop asking questions.

They stand.  Beyond the store, growing louder, a massive 
shape approaches.  It sounds like a bulldozer, but is moving 
faster.  Massive headlights click on and flood the parking 
lot as it approaches from the mine.

PETE
No really, what the hell is that?
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The vehicle is enormous and yellow.  It runs on treads like a 
tank and extended before it a solid twenty feet is a massive 
arm, the end tipped by twin metal spheres covered in jagged, 
spinning teeth.  It is a Tunnel Boring Machine.  Behind the 
wheel sits Nic Cage.

The zombies from the store barely react, turning towards the 
massive machine as though they might attack it before the man-
sized drilling bits chew into the bodies.  

INT.TUNNEL BORING MACHINE.CONTINUOUS

Cage sits in a cockpit maneuvering controls, swinging the 
drill bit arm left and right as he plows forward and back in 
the huge machine.  A video display on the dash shows the bits 
mulching zombies, tearing them to pieces.

NIC CAGE
Hope you don’t find this too 
“boring.”

He laughs, a short and awkward sound, then shrugs.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
I’ll tell that one to people later.

He continues manipulating the controls as the zombie horde 
surges towards him.

EXT.PARKING LOT.CONTINUOUS

The tank-like machine plows forward, the drilling bits 
crunching through zombie flesh like a blender shredding 
cabbage.  Bits and pieces of zombie are tossed about as the 
survivors on the roof CHEER.

A single pass is all it takes as all but a small handful of 
zombies are plowed into pulp. Cage hops out of the boring 
machine when he is finished and pops a handful of stragglers 
in the head as the rooftop survivors head to a stairway door 
and then begin appearing at the store doors.

Jeffrey reaches Cage first, helping dispatch the final 
zombie.

Survivors pour from the store, meeting and greeting the 
others with Cage.

JEFFREY
That was amazing and disturbing.
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He stands under the drill bit of the tunneler, now caked in 
flesh and bloody clothes.

NIC CAGE
I figured we needed something quick 
and efficient.  We’re close, right?  
Just need to get past some river?

JEFFREY
Yeah, just up the highway.  If we 
could drive, it’d be like 15 
minutes.

NIC CAGE
Yeah.

He looks around the lot.  Away from most of the cars, at the 
far side of the lot, are some massive transport trucks, 
complete with trailers.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Those.

He points.  Jeffery smiles and nods as Lindsay shoulders her 
golf club.

LINDSAY
Probably no keys in there, sport.  
But you can probably hot wire a 
car, right?

NIC CAGE
Not at all.

PETE
I can!

Cage smiles.

NIC CAGE
But I figured someone here could.

LINDSAY
When the hell did you learn to hot 
wire a car?

PETE
Jesus, Lindz, unknot those panties.  
I spent like 6 months in Juvie for 
stealing Mr. Grady’s car in 10th 
grade.

LINDSAY
But you stole his keys.
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PETE
Yeah, but in Juvie I learned how to 
hot wire a car so I wouldn’t need 
to steal keys.

LINDSAY
Does mom know that?

PETE
Yes, I tell mom about all the 
crimes I’m capable of committing.  
For a smart girl, you’re kind of 
dumb sometimes.

She punches him in the face and he stumbles back.

PETE (CONT’D)
Sorry.

LINDSAY
It’s fine.  So what, we load 
everyone in the trailers?

NIC CAGE
Yeah, why not?  15 minute drive and 
we’re home free.

LINDSAY
You think.

NIC CAGE
I think.  Everyone cool with that?

He looks out over the crowd.  Some people CHEER or just offer 
a thumbs up.  

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Cool.  Pete, let’s steal some 
trucks.

INT.TRUCK CAB.CONTINUOUS

Pete, Lindsay and Mrs. Grayson sit shoulder to shoulder in 
the truck cab with Pete driving.

LINDSAY
Slow it down a bit, we’re not drag 
racing.

MRS. GRAYSON
He’s doing 20, dear.  You need to 
relax.
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LINDSAY
It’s a zombie apocalypse, Mrs. 
Grayson, and we’re relying on 
Nicolas Cage to save all of our 
lives.

MRS. GRAYSON
I think he’s been doing a fine job. 

LINDSAY
Yeah, well.  Keep it under 30.

INT.TRUCK CAB.CONTINUOUS

Nic Cage drives with Jeffrey beside him and Mr. Jameson, who 
holds a hunting rifle.

NIC CAGE
Well, this is much better, isn’t 
it?  Truck full of survivors, open 
highway, freedom only minutes away.  
This night turned out alright.

MR. JAMESON
I watched my neighbor kill my wife.

NIC CAGE
Oh.  I mean, it’s getting better.

MR. JAMESON
I guess.

Jeffrey nods, tries to lean around Mr. Jameson.

JEFFREY
Where’s Pete and Lindsay?

Cage looks in the rear view.

NIC CAGE
Coming.  Just driving really slow 
is all.  

EXT.HIGHWAY.CONTINUOUS

The convoy of two trucks rumble down the highway in the 
darkness.  The odd zombie can be seen by the roadside but 
mostly the way is clear.

As the trucks round a bend, Cage hits the breaks and the 
truck rumbles to a stop.  
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Before them in the road the end of a bridge can be seen but 
the bridge itself has all but vanished beneath a rushing, 
blood red river in which bodies bob like driftwood 
downstream.

The second truck pulls up next to the first.  Cage looks out 
his window and makes eye contact with Mrs. Grayson.

MRS. GRAYSON
This is some bullshit.

Cage nods.

JEFFREY
Must have been an accident at the 
dam or something.

NIC CAGE
The dam.  Of course.  I’m surprised 
we haven’t found any women tied to 
railroad tracks yet.

MR. JAMESON
Railway’s the other way.

He gestures behind them without looking at either Jeffrey or 
Cage.

EXT.HIGHWAY.CONTINUOUS

Cage climbs down from the cab of the truck, as do the others.  
Pete and Mr. Jameson go to the rear to let everyone else out 
as Cage, Jeffery and Lindsay approach the river.

LINDSAY
Is that blood?

The red water rushes past, filled with bodies.

JEFFREY
Think so.  We could go back.  With 
the trucks, it still won’t take too 
long if we take the main road.

NIC CAGE
No, the roads in town are too 
clogged with cars, we’ll never get 
through safely.

LINDSAY
So what then?
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Cage stares across the river.  The end of the bridge on the 
opposite side is just barely visible, perhaps 150 feet across 
the water.

NIC CAGE
We cross.

LINDSAY
I am not setting foot in the river 
of the damned.

NIC CAGE
You won’t have to.  Jeffrey, come 
with me.  Lindsay, if you could get 
everyone just to stick together and 
hold tight.  I have an idea.

He doesn’t wait for Lindsay to answer as he hops back in the 
cab of the truck.  With a ROAR, it rumbles to life again.

LINDSAY
What the hell, Jeff?

JEFFREY
Trust him!  This’ll be great.

He gives her a quick kiss and runs to the other side of the 
truck, getting inside.

INT.TRUCK CAB.CONTINUOUS

Jeff bounces excitedly in his seat as Cage puts the truck in 
gear.

JEFFREY
So what’s the plan?

NIC CAGE
We build ourselves a bridge.  You 
drive this truck across the river, 
stop as soon as you can safely get 
out and step on dry land.  I’ll 
grab the other one.

He opens the door and hops out again as Jeffrey scoots over 
in the seat.

JEFFREY
Is this safe?

NIC CAGE
Does that matter?
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Jeffrey nods and closes the door. The truck lurches forward 
painfully slow as Jeffrey gives it some gas.  Lindsay’s 
expression on the side of the road is angry as he gives her a 
final wave before heading across where the bridge should be.

Red water splashes around the tires of the 18 wheeler as 
Jeffery keeps heading forward.  Foot by foot he goes deeper 
into the red flowing river, closing the distance with the 
other side.  

About half way across a zombie slams into the passenger door.  
It growls dully, its flesh pale and white, as Jeffery 
awkwardly pokes his sword towards the window with one hand, 
steering with the other.  He catches the zombie in the eye 
and it plunges back into the water.

Red water splashes up the front grill  and slowly recedes 
again as Jeffrey makes it across the deepest part of the 
bridge and approaches the far side.  As soon as she’s safe, 
the puts the truck in park and opens the cab, hopping out.

EXT.HIGHWAY.CONTINUOUS

Jeffrey stands next to the lapping waves of red and watches 
as the second truck plows headlong into the river, Nic cage 
at the wheel.  The truck drives evenly and steadily into the 
back of Jeffrey’s, hitting with the faintest THUMP before 
Cage climbs out of the window onto the hood, then up onto the 
trailer itself.  He stands with his arms spread like Moses 
now that he has parted the red river and waves to the 
survivors on the highway.

Together, the two trucks span the bridge with a few feet to 
spare.  The survivors climb the ladder on the back door and 
cross the first trailer to the second.  

Cage is the last person to jump down off the trucks while 
everyone makes their way down the highway into the night.  
Lindsay, Jeffrey and Pete await him.

LINDSAY
That was pretty smart.

NIC CAGE
Glad to have met with your 
approval.  So how far is it until 
we reach the theater?  I don’t know 
how much more of this everyone can 
take.

JEFFREY
Just a couple miles.
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The small army of survivors are already snaking their way up 
the highway into the distance.  Cage runs a hand through his 
hair.

NIC CAGE
That sounds easy enough.  What’s 
the worst that could happen from 
here?

EXT.ROAD.CONTINUOUS

The road here stretches along through a forest.  Removed from 
the city, it is lightless and silent.  There are no cars 
here, just the slow moving crowd of Nic Cage and his 
survivors, trudging forward.

Somewhere in the distance more lights can be seen, as though 
a town was waiting in the distance.  The crowd is mostly 
silent however when something in the treeline moves, catching 
Nic Cage’s eye.

NIC CAGE
You see that?

He stops, holding his crowbar and looking into the dark 
woods.  Jeffrey and Lindsay peer into the darkness.  There is 
nothing.

JEFFREY
No, what was it?

NIC CAGE
Not sure. Maybe nothing.

There is a commotion on the far side of the streets. Mr. 
Jameson waves at the others.

MR. JAMESON
Hey guys, there’s something in the 
woods here.

From the darkness, blinding lights flash on all around the 
survivors.  Soldiers rush from the trees, guns drawn, 
rounding everyone up.

A pair of Humvees drive in from a side road not far off as 
dozens of armed men in full camo gear train weapons on 
everyone.  

One of the Humvees stops before the group and an older 
soldier with dark hair steps out.  His uniform bears insignia 
suggesting he’s someone of important rank.  He is CAPTAIN 
PHILLIPS, 40S.
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CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Am I right in assuming everyone 
here is a living human?

The survivors all stand still, hands raised, dumbfounded by 
the presence of the military.

NIC CAGE
Uh, yes sir.  Far as I know sir.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Who’s that?  Step forward.

Captain Phillips squints into the crowd.  Cage steps forward, 
hands still up, holding his crowbar.

NIC CAGE
Uh, Nicolas Cage sir.  We’re 
heading towards the Silvercity
theatre.  Thought it might be safe.

Phillips stares at him a moment, his expression unreadbale
and stony.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Stand down, men!

The soldiers immediately relax, lowering their weapons.  The 
survivors slowly lower the hands.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS (CONT’D)
I will be a son of a bitch, Nic 
Cage? I love the Rock.

NIC CAGE
Oh, well thank you sir.  That’s 
great.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Phillips.  Captain Jonathan 
Phillips.  Overseeing containment 
of this little zombie problem.  
Good to meet you!

He extends a hand to Cage and the men shake.

NIC CAGE
Good to see you as well, Captain. 
We’ve all had a pretty crazy night.
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CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
I don’t doubt it, Mr. Cage.  And 
you’re in luck, we have set up a 
refugee camp at the very cinema 
you’re heading to. Haven’t seen 
many people coming out of town, but 
everyone trying to get in is being 
redirected to the theatre as well.  
We’ll take you and your people 
there.

From the crowd, Pete approaches.

PETE
So you guys got here awfully quick 
to put the kibosh on this whole 
thing.  

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
The US military does not bullshit
around with zombie outbreaks, son.  

Pete nods.

PETE
So.  We’re safe now?

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
That is correct.

Pete turns to the crowd, raises his hands.

PETE
People, I have lead you to safety!  
We’re safe!

The crowd CHEERS as Pete doles out hugs and high fives.  More 
military vehicles approach and start loading in survivors.  
Phillips THUMPS his own Humvee on the roof.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Mr. Cage, after you.

Cage hops into the Humvee, along with Lindsay and Jeffrey in 
the back.  Pete continues receiving accolades as everyone 
gets ushered into Humvees and trucks.

EXT.CINEMA.CONTINUOUS

A massive perimeter has been set up around the huge movie 
theater complex.  Search lights have the night lit up like 
Christmas and a barbed wire fence surrounds everything.  
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Towers have been erected and armed soldiers with lights stand 
guard while the inside of the complex, mostly the parking lot 
and theater itself, is swarming with military personal and 
vehicles including tanks and helicopters.

The trucks and Jeeps unload survivors and they are escorted 
by soldiers into the theater building.  Captain Phillips 
stops apart from the rest and exits his vehicle along with 
Cage, Lindsay and jeffrey.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
We’ve set our base of operations 
here.  A perimeter surrounds the 
city to ensure none of the dead 
escape.  From what we can discern, 
Chinatown is the focal point of 
activity but it is growing 
exponentially and it will be beyond 
containment capabilities if 
something is done soon.

NIC CAGE
Something like what?

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
That is up to command, Mr. Cage.  
For now, feel free to enter the 
facility and make the best of a bad 
situation.  There’s food, drinks 
and a chance to rest.  You’re as 
safe as you can hope to be here.

NIC CAGE
Well thank you, Captain, we 
appreciate it.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
The US military doesn’t require 
thanks, Mr. Cage.  But you’re 
welcome all the same.

The two men shake hands as Captain Phillips heads towards a 
tent.  Cage stands with Lindsay and Jeffrey, surrounded by 
soldiers and their machines.

NIC CAGE
Can I treat anyone to some popcorn 
and a soda?

He gestures towards the theater.  Lindsay and Jeffery lead 
the way.
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INT.THEATER.CONTINUOUS

The massive multiplex is wall to wall with people.  Sitting 
in corners, in small groups, wandering and chatting.  Theater 
employees still work the counters, supplying drinks and 
making popcorn and other snacks.

Cage munches on a bag of popcorn while Lindsay sips a drink 
and Jeffery eats some candy.  They wander the lobby of the 
theater while wall and ceiling mounted TV’s show news footage 
of what’s happening in town.

LINDSAY
Do you think they know about the 
ancient Chinese man?

NIC CAGE
I’m sure they have an idea what 
happened.

JEFFREY
Yeah. They’ll probably be sending 
in a SEAL team or something, dogs 
with titanium teeth and all that, 
to clear everything out soon.  
We’ll probably get tomorrow off 
work then everything will be back 
to normal.

NIC CAGE
Minus the few thousand dead people.

JEFFREY
Well, yeah, that’s a thing to think 
about.  Seems like we should be 
more upset about that.

NIC CAGE
I’m not singing and dancing about 
it.

JEFFREY
Well, just everyone I mean.  
There’s people in the arcade 
playing Dead Island.

He gestures across the lobby.  In a an adjoining arcade there 
are, in fact, a crowd of people surrounding a zombie video 
game using plastic shotguns to destroy virtual undead.

NIC CAGE
That’s something, isn’t it?  Like a 
whole new level of meta-weirdness.
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LINDSAY
Desensitization is what that is.

The trio snack and watch the others playing their zombie game 
for a moment.

JEFFREY
So why do you figure it’s taking so 
long now for the military to move 
into the city?  They got here 
lightning quick.

A passing soldier stops, smiles at the group.

SOLDIER
That’s easy - order for an air 
strike of this magnitude has to 
come from the Pentagon.  Lots of 
red tape.  Don’t worry though, 
we’ll have it cleared up in no 
time.

Jeffrey nods.  The soldier starts on his way again when Cage 
grabs him by his arm.

NIC CAGE
I’m sorry, you said air strike?  

SOLDIER
Yes sir. We have F-35s fueled and 
ready to head out at dawn, just 
need the word.

NIC CAGE
They’re blowing up the city?

LINDSAY
They can’t do that.  What about 
everyone who’s still there?

Suddenly the soldier looks awkward, shrugs uncomfortably.

SOLDIER
Far as I know, command thinks this 
is the best solution, to take out 
the source and then we’ll close in 
to take out stragglers.

He pulls away from Cage and continues on his way.  

LINDSAY
The city has to be full of people 
still.  
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They told everyone to stay inside. 
My parents could still be there.

JEFFREY
Maybe they’re going to evacuate the 
living first.

NIC CAGE
No, I think she’s right.  Phillips 
said it will be beyond containment 
soon. And this base is a staging 
area, they’re not mobilizing.  
They’re just going to blow it up.

JEFFREY
Why would they do that?  All those 
people who could be alive still...

LINDSAY
Because it’s easier.  They’re 
collateral damage to end it sooner, 
before it gets worse.

Cage EXHALES loudly, looks around the room.  Dozens and 
dozens of people are grouped together.  Beleaguered and 
tired, but also happy, chatting, eating and visiting with 
each other.

NIC CAGE
There’s got to be so many left...

JEFFREY
What are you thinking?

NIC CAGE
Thinking I’m an idiot.  Let’s get 
Pete, head outside.  I have an 
idea.  If you’re willing to help.

He looks at the couple.  Lindsay meets his gaze and nods.

LINDSAY
Anything.

Jeffery and Lindsay head off towards a corner where Pete is 
sitting with a couple of girls.  Cage eats another piece of 
popcorn, and sets the bag on the counter before heading 
towards the door.
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EXT.COMPOUND.CONTINUOUS

Cage approaches the tent captain Phillips is currently 
residing in.  The captain is visible inside along with other 
uniformed men.  Armed guards stop cage from entering.

NIC CAGE
I need to speak to Captain 
Phillips.

Inside captain Phillips lifts his head from a map, waves his 
hand to let Cage in.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
How can I help you, Mr. Cage?

NIC CAGE
You can tell me it’s not really 
your plan to send some planes to 
blow up that city.

Phillips sighs, lifts his head from the map of the city.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
And where would you have picked up 
an idea like that?

NIC CAGE
There’s a rumor going around.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
There’s someone who wants to spend 
the weekend in the brig.

NIC CAGE
Is it true?

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
It is.  We have the situation 
contained,  for now.  This is the 
best time to strike and eliminate 
the problem.

NIC CAGE
But what about survivors?

Captain Phillips levels him with a stare.
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CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Mr. Cage, I appreciate you have 
been through hell on Earth this 
evening and despite the horrors you 
no doubt experienced, you managed 
to help over 100 people escape that 
town with you.  That is the very 
definition of heroic and if someone 
wants to give you a medal, they 
will have my full endorsement.  But 
your heroics are done now and you 
are not military personnel, so I am 
afraid I have to ask you to return 
to the compound with the other 
refugees until we have this 
situation under control.  Thank 
you.

With a nod, the tent guards approach and escort Cage from the 
tent.

NIC CAGE
There are still people in that 
town, Captain.  There has to be 
another way.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
I will take that under advisement, 
Mr. Cage.

He undoes a tie and the tent flap closes as Cage is returned 
to the steps of the theatre where Jeffrey, Lindsay and Pete 
await.

LINDSAY
Is it true?

NIC CAGE
Looks like it. They know there are 
people in town but they won’t risk 
going in to do anything about it.

PETE
I knew it! This whole thing is 
Three Mile Island all over again.

JEFFREY
That doesn’t make sense.

PETE
They don’t want it to.  So what do 
we do?  Steal a helicopter and fly 
into the city, stop the zombie 
plague ourselves?
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LINDSAY
Peter, don’t be an idiot.

NIC CAGE
Actually, if I knew how to fly a 
helicopter that wouldn’t be a bad 
idea.

PETE
I do.

NIC CAGE
What? Seriously?

LINDSAY
No you don’t.

PETE
Do too.

LINDSAY
Since when?

PETE
I’m a little hurt at how little 
attention you’ve paid to my life 
and activities up to this point, 
Linz.  I spent two years in Alaska, 
learned how to fly a Bell 205 to 
get in and out of the camp.  

LINDSAY
You never told me that.

PETE
Of course I did.  I even have a pic 
in my wallet.

He pulls his wallet and flips it open.  Inside is a photo of 
Pete, in a headset, behind the stick of a helicopter.

LINDSAY
Oh, come on.

Nic Cage waves his hands, cutting them off.

NIC CAGE
So you can fly one of these 
helicopters?  A military 
helicopter?

PETE
Flying’s flying, all works on the 
same principle.
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Cage takes Pete by the shoulders, shakes him slightly as he 
smiles.

NIC CAGE
Peter, you’re amazing.  Come on.

EXT.LANDING PAD.CONTINUOUS

Cage sneaks around the side of the theater with the others. 
Part of the parking lot has been fenced off and serves as a 
landing pad.  A trio of Blackhawk helicopters sit on the tar 
mac.  The guards in the nearby towers are facing the opposite 
direction.

The four stick to the shadows as they circle the lot and 
approach the nearest chopper, climbing in.  Pete sits in the 
pilot’s chair and looks at the control panel in front of him.

PETE
Huh.

NIC CAGE
What huh?

PETE
Oh, nothing.  This is just super 
different than a Bell 205.

NIC CAGE
How super different?

PETE
I’m not sure how to quantify super.  
Really super?  Don’t worry though.  
It’s all torque reaction, right?

NIC CAGE
I don’t know, is it?

PETE
Yes.  It is.  All these extra 
buttons probably just launch 
missiles or shoot that mini gun.

He gestures at the massive gun mounted on a stand behind 
them.

NIC CAGE
Well don’t press those ones, then.

LINDSAY
If we’re leaving we better do it 
soon, before someone sees us.
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PETE
Just like riding a bike, guys.

He flicks a switch and the panel before him lights up.  A 
second switch causes the entire vehicle to purr to life as 
the rotors begin to slowly spin.  Across the lot a soldier 
takes notice and starts running towards them.

More flicked switches and the rotors thunder above them.  The 
helicopter lifts off as the soldier nearly reaches them, 
waving his arms frantically.

PETE (CONT’D)
See? 

LINDSAY
Keep your eyes on the road.  Or 
whatever.

PETE
Right.  So where to?

NIC CAGE
We have to get to Chinatown.  I 
need to find Lao Che-Fung.  If 
anyone can stop this it’s him.

Pete jerks the stick and the helicopter rolls slightly, 
causing everyone to stumble.

PETE
Oh, hey.  Little sensitive.  No 
problem though.  Maybe put your 
seatbelts on.

With a few jerky motions, the helicopter veers off into the 
night.

JEFFREY
How long until they come after us?

NIC CAGE
Probably 5 minutes at most.  
Doesn’t matter.  Once we’re on the 
ground, they’re going to leave us.

JEFFREY
You don’t think they’ll arrest us 
for this?

NIC CAGE
No need to arrest us if they plan 
on blowing us up.
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JEFFREY
Oh.  Shit.

The city below is a smouldering mess.  Fires burn near and 
far, but the biggest source of chaos is clearly in the center 
of town, a large fireball burning bright.

NIC CAGE
See how close you can get to the 
east side of Chinatown, anything we 
can land on.

The helicopter flies low over burning buildings.  Much of the 
city seems to be too dangerous to approach.  As the 
helicopter maneuvers the scene, the streets below fill with 
more and more of the undead, staring up at the noise in the 
sky and following it.

LINDSAY
We’re attracting a ton of attention 
down there.

PETE
It’s cool. I’ll find us a roof 
somewhere.

LINDSAY
But won’t they all be waiting 
outside whatever building we land 
on.

PETE
Oh.  Yes.

Cage looks out the side of the helicopter at the hundreds if 
not thousands of swarming zombies below, then to the back of 
the helicopter.

NIC CAGE
What about that apartment there?

He points to the right.  Pete swings the chopper around and 
does a fly by.

PETE
Yeah, I could land on that.  But 
Lindsay’s right, the ground is 
crawling.  Looks like everyone in 
Chinatown is down there.

NIC CAGE
Leave that to me.  Take us up about 
100 feet and center us over the 
street, then get ready to land.
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Pete does as instructed, giving Cage the stink eye a moment.

JEFFREY
What are you planning?

NIC CAGE
You’ll see.

Cage climbs from the front seat into the back, brushing past 
Lindsay and Jeffrey.  He takes stock of the minigun for a 
moment, inspecting the right, then pulls a case out from 
under Jeffrey’s chair, opening it up and pulling out a roll 
of duct tape and a screwdriver.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
You guys land quick, meet me on the 
street and we go.  Probably going 
to have to be fast.

LINDSAY
What do you mean meet you on the 
street?  What are you doing?

NIC CAGE
Street sweeping.

He unlatches the massive minigun and pulls it loose, testing 
its weight a moment before looking out of the helicopter.

LINDSAY
No.

NIC CAGE
Oh yeah.  Pete, i’ll see you on the 
ground.

Cage gives a nod to Jeffery and jumps. 

EXT.SKY.CONTINUOUS

The minigun ROARS to life. The massive barrel spins to life 
in a fury of bullets pointed straight down. Cage rides the 
gun towards the ground, 6000 rounds per minute blazing into 
the night.  Hundreds of zombies below are shredded in an 
instant, more climb over the ruined bodies of their 
companions only to join them as the thrust created by the 
continuous fire slows Cage’s descent.

He lands with a splash in the pile of dead bodies.
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INT.HELICOPTER.CONTINUOUS

LINDSAY
Jesus Christ.

JEFFREY
You’re not kidding.

PETE
Did he just jump out of the 
helicopter shooting a minigun? 

JEFFREY
Yep.

PETE
Jesus Christ.

They hover a moment longer before Lindsay turns in her seat.

LINDSAY
Land already, we have to see if 
he’s OK.

PETE
Oh, right.

Pete lowers the chopper to the roof nearby, flipping more 
switches to shut down the chopper.

EXT.ROAD.CONTINUOUS

With a GROAN, Cage stumbles from the small mountain of flesh 
and blood he’s created.  He’s soaked head to toe in blood and 
bodily fluids.  The street is still swarming with zombies, 
but their number has greatly decreased.

The others hit ground level, bursting from the building just 
as Cage has gained his footing and wiped his face clean.  
More zombies approach from all sides.

PETE
Dude, that was sick.  Literally 
even, you’re covered in puke and 
shit and stuff.

NIC CAGE
Thanks.  I noticed.  Mind if I 
borrow your sword a second?

Pete hands his sword over and Cage moves on the nearest 
zombie, cutting its head clean from its shoulders.  The body 
continues to stumble.  Pete points and laughs.
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PETE
Ha.  Like a chicken.

NIC CAGE
Exactly.

Tossing the sword back, Cage takes the screwdriver and jams 
it in the zombie’s headless neck, then hefts the 
minigun,lowering the mounting mechanism onto the screwdriver 
handle before pulling the ducttape from his pocket and 
running two massive strips over the gun and under the 
zombie’s armpits.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
If this works, I’m going to need to 
therapy for years.

The zombie now had a minigun for a head as Cage points it 
towards the approaching horde and pulls out one last strip of 
duct tape, wrapping it roughly around the trigger.

The chain of bullets feeds through the zombie’s new 
mechanized head as its body shudders, stumbling forward and 
blindly shooting everything on the street.  The gun ROARS as 
Cage points to an alley and the foursome run from the street.

EXT.STREET.CONTINUOUS

The next street over is all but empty as the four run across 
and through another alley.  On the next street Cage stops 
them and points to a massive property, a fenced in mansion 
done in Asian architecture with a black van crashed into the 
front gate.  A fire burns somewhere on the property but there 
is no sign of activity.

NIC CAGE
That’s Lao Che-Fung’s place.

JEFFREY
Looks dead.

NIC CAGE
Yeah, it does.  On the upside, dead 
things are still moving around 
here.

JEFFREY
What if he’s not?

NIC CAGE
Well, gotta try, right?

Jeffery smiles, nods.
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JEFFREY
Yeah.  Yeah we do.  Come on.

EXT.LAO CHE-FUNG’S COMPOUND.CONTINUOUS

Cage leads the others passed the crash van into the compound.  
Overhead a trio of Blackhawk helicopters do a fly by, 
hovering briefly over the landed helicopter before turning 
back the way they came.  A moment later, the helicopter on 
the roof starts up and leaves as well.

LINDSAY
They’re leaving us here.  They just 
followed us to get the helicopter 
back.

PETE
It’s about a $6 million helicopter.  
Can’t blame ‘em.

LINDSAY
They’re going to blow us up, Peter.

PETE
Well yeah.  You can blame them for 
that.

NIC CAGE
You’re going to want to quiet down.  
If Lao is here, he’s probably a 
little on edge.  He’s a weird guy.

JEFFREY
Weird how?

NIC CAGE
Weird like the kind of guy who has 
access to zombies.

JEFFREY
Oh, right.

The compound is dotted with levels and gardens, numerous 
pagodas, cherry trees and trickling streams.  Under other 
circumstances it would be beautiful but in the still darkness 
it is ominous.

The house is perfect darkness.  Rice paper walls and bamboo 
posts catch shadows as the group passes.  As they approach 
the front door, something moves on the low hanging roof over 
the porch.
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NIC CAGE
Watch it!

Cage pushes Jeffrey and Lindsay back as a figure in black 
drops on them from above.  The zombie stumbles, its leg 
snapped at the shin by the drop, and grabs at Pete who runs 
it through with his sword but doesn’t stop it.

The zombie is dressed head to toe in black, and also has 
swords on its back.  It is a ninja.

PETE
Holy shit.  You see, Linz?  
American ninja!

His sister swings her golf club as the zombie ninja attempts 
to bite Pete’s neck.  The club crushes its skull and the bite 
falls short as its teeth meet and shatter in its mouth, 
spraying out like Chiclets.

LINDSAY
Mine still worked better.

Another black-clad zombie rolls off the roof suddenly, 
followed by another.  More come up the walk way from the side 
of the house.

JEFFREY
We have some problems.

NIC CAGE
I see that.

Cage takes one of the swords from the dead zombie and looks 
around the darkness.  Suddenly a rice paper wall collapses 
and a zombie stumbles through.  It is missing an arm already, 
but the other is grasping what looks like brass knuckles with 
cat claws on them.

The zombie ninjas swarm the group.  Pete pulls his weapon 
free and spars with the one-armed claw zombie, while Cage, 
Lindsay and Jeffrey form a circle as the others approach.

JEFFREY
I thought this guy was Chinese, why 
does he have zombie ninjas?

NIC CAGE
I really don’t know, Jeffrey.  We 
can ask, I guess.

JEFFREY
We should.  This is just uncalled 
for.  They’re Japanese.  
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And like, feudal Japanese, too. 
It’s culturally and chronologically 
completely ridiculous.

NIC CAGE
To be fair, they’re also all 
zombies, so that’s a whole new 
layer of not making sense.  I feel 
like we’re nit picking.

One of the ninja zombies stumbles close and Jeffrey swings, 
slicing its throat.  The head flops back and it stumbles into 
one of its companions.  Lindsay smashes them both while cage 
beheads a third.

PETE
You guys, we have an entrance.

He steps over the newly dead again one-armed ninja and pushes 
through the rice paper wall into the mansion.  Jeffrey and 
Lindsay follow with Cage afterwards.

INT.MANSION.CONTINUOUS

There are more ninja guards inside the mansion, dead already, 
their bodies littering the halls.  Cage and crew move 
carefully down long halls of rice paper walls.

JEFFREY
This place is like a maze.

NIC CAGE
Let’s just keep heading towards the 
center.  Anyplace that seems 
secure.

They move as silently as they can to the end of the hall, 
which opens to a massive, sparsely furnished room full of 
corpses. In the center of it all stands a man in a suit, a 
body guard, his flesh pale and scarred, one of his eyes 
missing.  Around him are a small army of zombie ninja 
corpses, and assorted other zombies, all torn to pieces and 
crushed.

The body guard zombie moans when he sees Cage.  It moves 
towards them, awkwardly stepping across the fallen dead piled 
up on the floor.

Beyond the zombie, a level up overlooking the room, Lao Che-
Fung sits awkwardly on a sofa, his clothes and white beard 
bloodied.  
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NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Lao!

He yells and the old man stirs, opens his eyes.  He is still 
alive, but wounded.

The zombie bodyguard reaches for Cage, who swipes with his 
sword.  The zombie’s hand seperates from his wrist with no 
resistance.  It doesn’t react at all, merely reaches out with 
the other hand, which Cage also removes.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Lao, can you hear me?

ANCIENT CHINESE MAN
Mr. Cage... an unexpected... 
surprise.

NIC CAGE
We need to know about the zombies, 
Lao.  How did it start?  Can it be 
stopped?

The old man MUTTERS something and seems to pass out.  Lindsay 
drops the golf club on the head of the bodyguard and he 
collapses.

Cage starts half running across the room, trying not to trip 
over bodies, heading towards a stairway to the level above. 

Another zombie ninja pushes through a rice paper wall into 
the room, knocking Pete over.  The two struggle as another 
tumbles in.  Jeffrey tries to pull the second off while 
Lindsay lands blows on its back.

Suddenly Cage trips as a hand grabs his ankle. The sword 
flies from his grip as a zombie, dismembered but not dead, 
claws at his legs.

Cage kicks back at the zombie but it is relentless and begins 
to claw up his body.  Legless, the zombie is merely a moving 
torso as it climbs up, teeth gnashing.

Jeffrey pulls one of the zombies off of Pete and Lindsay 
manages to bash its head in.  They move to contend with the 
second zombie and Jeffrey catches sight of Cage.

JEFFREY
Nic!

NIC CAGE
Busy!
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Jeffery leaves Pete and Lindsay to contend with the zombie 
and runs to Cage.  The zombie torso is halfway up Cage’s back 
as jeffrey leaps onto it,pulling it away.  He falls back on 
his ass with the half body and throws it, sending it through 
the nearest rice paper wall.

JEFFREY
I got him!

Nic Cage rolls over, breathing heavy, and sees Jeffery 
sitting in the pile of bodies.  He shoots him a quick thumbs 
up.

NIC CAGE
Thank you very -

The words cut off as Cage sees the adjoining room through the 
hole made by the zombie Jeffrey through.  A trio of zombies, 
attracted by the noise, push through the hole and tumble onto 
Jeffrey.  Jeff does not see them until it is too late.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Jeffrey!

He scrambles over for his sword, just out of arms reach.  
Across the room, Lindsay has a zombie from behind, the length 
of her golf club in its mouth preventing it from biting Pete 
as she tries to pull it off of him.  Cage’s yell draws her 
attention and she sees the three zombies pile onto Jeffrey.

LINDSAY
No!

Cage is on his feet as quickly as he move.  Jeffery falls 
back, trying to hold off the zombies, his arms extended.  The 
first zombie bites down on his hand, removing fingers.  
Jeffery SCREAMS and crumbles to the ground. 

Cage is on them in a second.  He plunges his sword through 
the back of the last one’s skull and kicks it aside as he 
does so for the second as well before physically grabbing the 
third and final zombie that is directly on top.  He pulls it 
and Jeffrey SCREAMS again, the flesh of his neck tearing away 
in the zombie’s jaws like rubbery chicken skin.

Cage throws the zombie on the ground and kicks its head, the 
end of his shoe caving in its skull, before dropping to tend 
to Jeffrey.

Jeff’s neck and hand bleed freely.  He chokes on blood, the 
bite in his neck went deep.  Cage holds his hand on it, a 
weak attempt to staunch the bleeding as Pete manages to free 
his weapon and dispatch the final zombie.
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Pete and Lindsay, freed, rush to Jeffrey’s side.  Lindsay 
kneels by his head, almost afraid to touch him, then settles 
for lightly stroking his hair.

LINDSAY (CONT’D)
Oh no.  No, Jeff, come on.  Let’s 
get you up, OK?  We’re here, so we 
can fix all this.  We can fix you 
and it’ll be OK.

She strokes his hair as he coughs blood over his face.  Cage 
shakes his head.

NIC CAGE
Jeffery...why did you do that?

Jeffrey coughs, tries to sit up.

JEFFREY
You needed help.

He smiles, his teeth rimmed in blood.  Cage lowers his head.

JEFFREY (CONT’D)
We’re almost there. You can save 
everyone.

Nic shakes his head, grabs Jeffrey’s good hand.

NIC CAGE
No, man.  You’re the one who told 
me, I’m not an action hero.  I’m 
just an actor.

JEFFREY
You’re a person trying to do the 
right thing. That’s a hero.  Plus 
Face/Off was so bad ass.

He laughs but chokes, then looks up at Lindsay as she cries.

JEFFREY (CONT’D)
Don’t be sad, honey. Most couples 
never get to save a city from 
certain doom together.

LINDSAY
It’s not funny, you jerk.

JEFFREY
I know. I just don’t want to cry.
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He chokes again and groans in pain, lifting his injured hand.  
The flesh around the missing fingers is darkening, his veins 
are visible beneath the flesh, black and deep purple.

Cage looks at the hand, then at Lindsay.  

JEFFREY (CONT’D)
Please don’t let me change.  OK?

He says it to everyone and no one.  Lindsay sobs and shakes 
her head.

LINDSAY
We can make you better.  We’re 
going to fix it.

JEFFREY
For everyone else.  I don’t want to 
be one of them.  I don’t want to 
hurt you. I don’t want...

His ragged breath catches suddenly, lets out in a slow 
exhale.  He turns to Cage, his eyes damp.

JEFFREY (CONT’D)
Nic...

NIC CAGE
I’m here buddy.

JEFFREY
Ryan Seacrest didn’t host the 
Weakest Link, you know.  It was a 
British lady.  

NIC CAGE
I know.

JEFFREY
Oh good.  

Jeffrey exhales a long, wet exhale and his breath simply 
stops. Lindsay covers her mouth, holding in an anguished cry.  
Jeffery’s dead eyes stare at the ceiling.

Cage holds his hand a moment longer while Lindsay cries.  
Pete rests his hands on her shoulders until Cage finally 
let’s his hand go.  He is about to speak when Lindsay 
interrupts.

LINDSAY
Do it. Please.  Quickly, before it 
happens.
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Cage nods, as she stands and turns away, walks to the far 
side of the room.  Pete holds back tears as he hands his 
weapon to Cage, then turns to follow his sister.

NIC CAGE
Godspeed, Jeffrey.

The sound of a crunch causes Lindsay to shudder.  Cage 
stands, wiping blood on his pants.  The three stand silent a 
moment before Lindsay turns back to face the room. Cage 
covers Jeffery’s face with a piece of torn fabric from 
nearby.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Um.  I didn’t know Jeffrey very 
well, just for a few hours, I 
guess, but I never would have made 
it if he hadn’t been there when 
this all started.  I wish I could 
have known him better.  He was a 
good man, I think.  And I think 
whether he meant to or not, he 
challenged me to be a good man.

PETE
He was a good man.  And a good 
friend.  

NIC CAGE
I don’t know if his faith in me was 
misplaced or not.  I don’t know if 
I can...

He stares down at Jeffrey’s lifeless body for a moment.  Pete 
nods somberly.

PETE
Do what you can do, man.  It’s all 
any of us can do.  As far as I’m 
concerned, you proved yourself a 
hundred times over, already.  So 
did Jeff.

Lindsay turns, her eyes red, her expression pained.

LINDSAY
Jesus Christ, you guys.  What are 
you doing?  What the hell are you 
even talking about?

Cage looks uncomfortable, tries to smooth his ragged and 
bloodied clothes.
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NIC CAGE
Sorry, I just... I dunno, you know?  
I feel like I need to say 
something.  For Jeffrey.  I owe him 
my life.  I never would have gotten 
him involved if I knew...  

LINDSAY
Of course you wouldn’t!  No one 
would.  No one would have done any 
of this.  This is insane.  We just 
need to leave.  We need to leave, 
OK? Because I can’t be here with 
him like this.  I can’t stand here 
while he’s dead.  He’s dead, Peter.  
Oh my god...

Pete takes his sister in his arms and hugs her close.  Her 
face is pressed into his chest as Pete looks at Cage over the 
top of her head.

NIC CAGE
Yeah.  Of course.  But if you need 
to take some time...

PETE
For sure, Linz.  It’s OK to take a 
minute.  It’s quiet here now, the 
only peace we’ve had all night.

LINDSAY
No, thank you.  Thank you, Mr. 
Cage, really.  But he got into this 
to help you and so we need to 
finish it, OK? That’s what we can 
do for Jeffery. 

NIC CAGE
Right. OK. Then we finish it.

He turns, heading towards the stairs.  

Lindsay and Pete release each other finally.  Pete brushes 
her hair back where it has stuck to the dampness on her face. 

PETE
For real, Linz.  We can take a 
second.

LINDSAY
No we can’t, Peter. If we haven’t 
got this stopped by dawn, we’re all 
dead.
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PETE
I know that. But you’re still alive 
right now. You’re a tough girl, 
Linz, but you’re not stone.  You 
never were.

Lindsay turns, watches Cage on his way over the bodies of 
fallen zombies towards the stairs, then turns back to look 
down at Jeffrey.

LINDSAY
I don’t know what to do, Peter.

PETE
You don’t have to do anything.

She slowly kneels down, puts a hand over Jeffrey.  

LINDSAY
How the hell did we get here?

She smooths the bloodstained fabric over his chest slowly.

LINDSAY (CONT’D)
Jeff...we were supposed to get 
married someday.  I love you. 
You’re not supposed to leave me.

Across the room, Cage waits at the end of the stairs, looking 
back.

LINDSAY (CONT’D)
You’re supposed to be my hero. I 
don’t have a Nicolas Cage.  I had 
you.

She cries softly for just a beat and then stops herself, 
wiping her eyes.

PETE
You still have me, Linz.  And 
technically you do have a Nicolas
Cage.  I mean, the real dude.  
That’s gotta be something.

She looks at her brother and offers a weak smile.

LINDSAY
I really do like Face/Off, you 
know.

PETE
Of course I do.  That movie’s bad 
ass, everyone likes it.
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He smiles at her and she laughs.  With one final look at 
Jeffery, she gives his hand a squeeze, then turns back to her 
brother.

LINDSAY
Let’s end this please.

She stands, looks from Pete to Cage.  Both men nod.  

PETE
For Jeff.

LINDSAY
For everyone.

Pete takes her hand and leads her away from Jeffrey.  The 
three of them take the stairs up to Lao Che-Fung

INT.SECOND LEVEL.CONTINUOUS

Lao Che-Fung is breathing shallow breaths. He has sustained a 
number of wounds including a noticeable bite on his shoulder 
and one on his cheek. Cage comes to his side, shake shim 
gently.

NIC CAGE
Lao.  Lao, we need your help.  We 
need you to tell us about the 
zombie.  Can we stop it? Can it be 
fixed?

Lao’s eyes flutter open.  His skin is deathly pale.  His eyes 
are unfocused as he answers.

ANCIENT CHINESE MAN
Mr. Cage.  So tragic, what has 
happened. I never meant for this, 
you must believe me.  When I 
discovered this thing, it was never 
supposed to be released.  I was so 
foolish...so...

NIC CAGE
I understand, I believe you Lao, 
but it happened anyway, can we stop 
it? What makes this happen?  Is it 
a disease, is there a cure?

ANCIENT CHINESE MAN
No disease, Mr. Cage.  It is the 
Curse of Li Hahn, the Fox Emperor. 
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A greedy emperor, who hoarded 
valuables while his people suffered 
in poverty, taxed to the brink of 
starvation. It was a necklace of 
jade that cursed him, a trinket 
prised from the hands of a dying 
old woman who sought to trade it 
for food.  The emperor took it for 
his own, trapping his very soul 
within, so that he would know the 
suffering of all of his victims for 
all time, without even death as a 
release. 

NIC CAGE
So it’s the necklace? The one the 
zombie wore?

ANCIENT CHINESE MAN
This zombie is Emperor Li Hahn 
himself.  Destroy the necklace, Mr. 
Cage, and the curse is destroyed.  
But he will guard it dearly.  For 
even in death, Li Hahn values his 
gold and jewels above all.  He 
hungers for these empty things as 
his victims hunger for the life 
denied them.  That is the curse, 
and it is all consuming...

Lao’s eyes close and he exhales. Cage sighs loudly, gives the 
elderly man another shake.

NIC CAGE
Is there anything we can do for 
you...?

ANCIENT CHINESE MAN
No, Mr. Cage.  I would ask you to 
leave me to this curse I helped 
inflict on so many.  Go now, do 
what you can.  Find Li Hahn. Take 
from him what he values so that it 
might give back peace to all those 
from which he stole it.

The old man sighs, his breath RATTLING out of his body.  
Cage, Lindsay and Pete wait a moment.

PETE
Wait...is he saying the government 
isn’t behind this?
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NIC CAGE
No, Pete, it’s just an ancient 
Chinese greed curse that extends 
beyond death and is apparently 
infectious.

PETE
That’s so much less fulfilling.

Cage looks down at Lao Che-Fung, passed out but still alive, 
his breath shallow and weak, blood bubbling at his lips.

NIC CAGE
We need to get going before he gets 
up and starts giving us trouble.

Che-Fung’s ragged breath slows and stops in a long, drawn out 
exhale.  His body is still.

PETE
What him?  No problem.

Pete slams the blade of his sword through Che-Fung’s
forehead.  There’s a crunch as he twists it and pulls it back 
out.

NIC CAGE
Jesus, Peter, what the hell are you 
doing?

PETE
What?  He’s going to turn into a 
zombie!  He was dead!

Cage runs a hand through his hair.

NIC CAGE
But...didn’t you hear what he said?

Pete looks confused

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
He said let me experience the 
curse, I’m all remorseful and I 
deserve this and some ancient 
Chinese sounding stuff like that.  
It was his dying wish!

PETE
Oh shit.  For real?

NIC CAGE
Yes.  Yes!  Literally a minute ago 
he said it.
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PETE
I was totally somewhere else...

He looks down at the body, awkwardly wipes the blade of his 
sword on his leg. 

PETE (CONT’D)
Anyway, I guess we can go now.

Cage shakes his head, looks vaguely disappointed.

LINDSAY
Go where? How do we find this Li
Hahn in a town that’s already full 
of zombies?

NIC CAGE
I know where he is.  Where 
everything started.

PETE
Then what are we waiting for?  
Let’s do this. For Jeffery.

NIC CAGE
Right.  For Jeff.  For everyone.

LINDSAY
Everyone.

EXT.STREET.CONTINUOUS

Cage, Lindsay and Pete rush onto the street outside Lao Che-
Fung’s compound.  Cage slows as soon as they are on the 
street proper and leans against a car then slumps down, 
causing the other two to stop.

PETE
Nic? Are you alright?

NIC CAGE
No, Peter, I’m not.  This is...I
don’t know.  I don’t know what to 
do.

PETE
What do you mean?  We go get this 
Emperor Hahn and bust his shit up.

NIC CAGE
You don’t understand.  This is too 
much.  
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That first zombie is in a casino - 
maybe - somewhere over there in the 
heart of hell, about 5 floors 
underground.

He gestures towards the flaming center of Chinatown.

PETE
So we’re not going to try?

NIC CAGE
I don’t know what to try, Peter, 
that’s my point.  I don’t know what 
to do.  I’m not an ex-Marine.  I’m 
not a rogue cop, or goddamn... 
Sylvester Stallone.  I’m a dad, and 
a husband, and I just got some kid 
killed because he likes the movies 
I make.  I’m not a hero, how many 
times can I say that?

Lindsay brings a knee up into Cage’s jaw, causing his head to 
slam against the car he’s slumped against.  She bends over in 
his face as he winces, rubbing his jaw.

LINDSAY
Screw you, Nic Cage.  Jeffrey was a 
Chinese food delivery boy.  He 
never even got to pretend to be a 
hero like you do, so don’t get all 
pissy pants now about not being up 
to this.  You should have left it 
back at the theater if you couldn’t 
follow through, then he’d still be 
alive.

NIC CAGE
I didn’t mean -

LINDSAY
No one ever does.  Shit happens.  
Tomorrow is another day.  What dumb 
thing do you want me to say here?  
You came back here to fix this and 
we came with you.  Jeffrey came 
with you. Fix it!

Cage stares at her in silence for a beat, rubs his jaw again.

NIC CAGE
You’ve got knees like a kickboxer.

LINDSAY
I do kickbox.  Thursdays at 4:00.
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NIC CAGE
Oh, well, good.

He gets to his feet, turns towards the blaze in the night.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
The casino is underground.  The 
place above is the Szechuan Palace.

LINDSAY
That’s where Jeffrey worked.  He 
never mentioned a casino.

NIC CAGE
It’s Lao’s.  Not 100% legal and 
very exclusive.  There’s a side 
door, secret passages, the whole 
bit.  Problem is, we have to get 
through all of that now, while it’s 
on fire, and swarming with zombies.

PETE
We’ll make it.  We have to.

The three stand together in the night, Pete and Cage holding 
ninja swords, Lindsay with her golf club.

EXT.CHINATOWN.NIGHT

Chinatown is an inferno.  Half of the buildings are ablaze as 
are numerous crashed cars and piles of bodies.  Zombies roam 
the streets en masse, some on fire, some missing parts and 
mutilated.  

Cage, Lindsay and Pete crouch low behind a dumpster in a 
filthy alley.  Zombies shuffle at the mouth of it, one 
ambling towards them, seemingly unaware of their presence.

Cage points to the distance, an alley beyond the next street.  
Pete shrugs, not understanding, as Cage makes the walking 
gesture with two fingers and then points again.

PETE
What the hell does that mean?

The zombie nearest then groans, alerted to their presence, 
and shambles forward.  Lindsay drops the club on its head and 
then rounds on Pete.

LINDSAY
It means we have to walk to the 
other alley you idiot.  Shut up!
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More zombies amble into the alley.  The trio, outed, stand 
and prepare to fight.  Cage and Lindsay take out the first 
two as they move out of the alley onto the street.  A flaming 
zombie approaches them, its flesh black and crackling, 
rendered fat hissing out of its body.

Swords and flesh fly as Cage, Pete and Lindsay fight there 
was into the street, where they stop abruptly.  It is the 
same street on which Cage first met Jeffery, only now it 
looks like Hell on Earth.  Both sides of the street are in 
flames and down the center in each direction are wall to wall 
walking dead.

PETE
There’s gotta be thousands of them 
here.

LINDSAY
We can’t fight this many.  It’s too 
much.

NIC CAGE
We don’t have to.  That’s our door.

He slashes a flaming zombie’s head off and leads the others 
down the same alley from before.  The unmarked door is ajar, 
smeared in blood as he pushes Pete and Lindsay inside.  The 
alley mouth fills with zombie and he pulls the door closed 
behind him.

INT.HALLWAY.CONTINUOUS

The bulb that previously lit the hallway is dead.  Now there 
is only blackness.  Cage struggles at the door for a moment 
until he finds a heavy locking mechanism.  With a metallic 
THUD the door is sealed.

NIC CAGE
OK, we’re safe.

LINDSAY
In a building that’s on fire and 
arguably full of zombies.  That 
will soon be blown up.

NIC CAGE
Well, if you want to be 
pessimistic.

LINDSAY
I do.  What now?
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NIC CAGE
Straight ahead is another door.  
Stairs that lead down.  It’s a bit 
of a hike, but at the end is where 
we want to be.

LINDSAY
Then let’s end it.

In the darkness, Cage nods.  The three head out.

INT.BASEMENT.CONTINUOUS

The dripping of water is the only sound as Cage, Pete and 
Lindsay maneuver the dark basement.  Cage leads the way, 
taking several turns, until a light is visible suddenly at 
the end of the hall, the flaming lantern marking the massive 
door into the casino.

NIC CAGE
There’s usually a guard out here, 
but he probably took off when 
everything went insane.  I don’t 
know what’s on the other side of 
this door, but be ready for 
anything.

In the flickering light of the lantern, Pete and Lindsay nod.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
On three.  One....two...

From the shadows, a massive hand grabs at Pete.  It is The 
Albino guard.  His pale flesh seems strangely more white now, 
and his naked torso is marred with bloody bite wounds.  On 
his head, he still wears the helmet with the GoPro.

Pete YELLS in surprise as the brutish hand crushes his 
shoulder, forcing him to his knees.

Lindsay swings her club in the cramped space and it bounces 
harmlessly off the helmet.  The Albino ROARS angrily, black 
blood sputtering from his pale lips, as he lifts Pete from 
the ground as though he were a ragdoll and bites into his 
neck like a man eating an apple.

LINDSAY
Peter!

She swings again and again at the albino’s body, the blows as 
useless as mosquito bites.  Cage swipes with his sword, 
opening the zombie’s forearm, but it doesn’t react, only rips 
a chunk from Pete’s neck and begins biting again.
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Cage stabs the zombie through the neck, his sword sticking in 
its flesh.  It GURGLES and swings at him, the massive fist 
knocking cage to the ground.

Lindsay CRIES OUT for her brother, tries to pull him from the 
zombie’s grasp.  Cage, grabs her leg.

NIC CAGE
We can’t...we have to go!

He gets to his feet and grabs the door handle, pulling it 
open.  The albino zombie bellows as it literally tears Pete 
in two at the waist. The room beyond is darkness as Cage 
grabs Lindsay.  

INT.CASINO.CONTINUOUS

Cage pulls Lindsay into the room roughly, pulling hard on the 
door to close it.

The massive casino is unbound madness within.  Wall torches 
still flicker on a few walls, casting shadows over the grim 
interior.  Zombies by the hundred are packed onto the floor, 
many still dressed in finery, others are servers or police.  
Some have been stripped down or are so bloodied they cannot 
be identified.  But amongst them, on the far side of the 
casino, passed upturned tables and gaming machines, atop a 
pile of body parts that has been fashioned into a macabre 
throne, is Zombie Zero, the Emperor Hahn.

LINDSAY
Oh my god....

The zombie emperor has studded its body in the valuables 
plucked from those trapped in the casino with it.  Gold and 
silver jewelry pieces are pierced and embedded throughout its 
flesh.  Around its neck hangs the simple jade necklace, but 
the rest of its flesh is marred by coins, watches, necklaces 
and more strung through flesh and in some cases muscle.  

NIC CAGE
Lao said he was greedy.  Don’t know 
that I was expecting this.

The zombies surge forth at Cage and Lindsay.  The nearest, a 
pair of men in tuxedos, fall quickly under Cage’s sword, but 
many more are there to take their place.  The room is too 
full.

Lindsay swings her club like a mad woman, crushing skulls as 
though they were eggs.  
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Blood and brain fly through the room like rice at a wedding 
as she begins breathing heavily and grunting from the effort 
with each swing.  Cage points across the room with his sword.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
See that door?

He points to the small room in which he first discovered the 
zombie.  Lindsay nods.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Head that way.  We bottle neck them 
at the door and it won’t matter how 
many there are, we can take them 
out.

With a fierce GRUNT that accompanies the crushing of a 
blackjack dealer’s skull, Lindsay nods.

LINDSAY
Let’s do it.

Back to back, the two start heading towards the door.  The 
dead surge onward.

One of the servers rolls down from the ceiling bar suddenly, 
impaling itself on Cage’s sword as he tries to swing at an 
oncoming gambler.  The sword pierces the zombie’s chest and 
it  twitches, rolling itself back up again and taking the 
sword with it.  Cage is forced to punch the zombie and 
scramble for a new weapon.

The zombie flops on him as he picks up a pair of discarded 
steak knives next to some smashed dinner dishes.  The zombie 
crawls over him, about to bite, as Cage brings his hands 
together, slamming both blades through the creature’s 
temples.

The push to the door is slow going as the duo battle zombies 
every step.  They finally reach the door which cage slams 
shut immediately.

INT.ROOM.CONTINUOUS

One flickering torch lights the room.  The gaming table is 
upturned and there are two bodies on the floor.  In the 
corner, the elegant woman Ms Lumberg, and the Detective stand 
and stare dumbly until Cage and Lindsay catch their 
attention.

LINDSAY
Cage, we’re not alone in here.
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Cage turns as Ms. Lumberg approaches.  Her dress is torn and 
stained with dark fluids.  One of her eyes is missing. Behind 
her, the detective has no lower jaw.  His tongue, a long. 
meaty flap, waggles about as guttural sounds emerge from 
within his throat.

Ms. Lumberg lunges at Cage and he sidesteps, lashing out with 
a steak knife and pinning her hand to the wall with it where 
Lindsay cracks her skull.  

The detective trips over one of the corpses, a bartender, and 
tumbles to the ground.  Cage plants a kick firmly in his 
skull.

NIC CAGE
Hey, look at that.

He bends over.  The detective still clutches his sidearm in 
his hands, a 9mm handgun.  He checks the clip and smiles.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
6 rounds left.  Not a ton, but 
better than steak knives.

LINDSAY
Better keep the steak knives 
anyway.  There’s more than 6 out 
there.

Cage nods, pulling the knife from Ms. Lumberg’s hand, causing 
her corpse to slump to the ground.  He wipes the blade on her 
dress and then picks up two of the gaming chairs, setting 
them up straight, offering one to Lindsay before sitting.  
Outside, something THUMPS on the door.

NIC CAGE
You ready for this?

She shakes her head as she takes the other seat, poking the 
bodies on the floor to make sure they’re not moving.

LINDSAY
How do you get ready for this?

NIC CAGE
Yeah...

The door thumps again.  Cage looks around the room but 
there’s nothing useful inside.
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NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
There were more cops, lots of them.  
If you see them, try to find their 
guns.  Any edge we can get is good 
at this point.

LINDSAY
Yeah.  How much time do you think 
we have left?

Cage shakes his head.

NIC CAGE
Till dawn? I wish I knew.  But 
every second counts, I guess.

LINDSAY
Right.  So now what?

NIC CAGE
Now we open shop.  Keep them at the 
door, kill as many as we can until 
it runs thin.  Thin enough that we 
can move easily through the room.  
Then we get the emperor, put an end 
to this.

LINDSAY
Sounds so simple.

NIC CAGE
Yeah.  Always does when you plan it 
ahead of time, I think.

He stands.  Lindsay stands with him and they look at each 
other a moment.

LINDSAY
He wasn’t stupid, you know?  He 
didn’t think you were the 
characters you play.  He just 
really loved the characters you 
play.

NIC CAGE
I know.  He told me -

LINDSAY
About his dad?  Yeah.  After his 
dad died, his mom got really funny.  
Closed off, you know?  It wasn’t 
the same for him.  But you were. 
You made things the way they used 
to be for him.  
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That’s why he was so crazy about 
you.  You gave him his dad back.  
And now he’s gone, and Pete, and...

Her lips thin and she lowers her eyes.  Cage takes a step 
forward, awkwardly offers a hug.

NIC CAGE
I’m sorry all this had to happen, 
Lindsay.  I wish I’d never bothered 
coming to this casino...

LINDSAY
No.  It still would have happened 
if you weren’t here.  Only all of 
us would have died sooner.  So 
thank you for that, for doing what 
you could.

NIC CAGE
I just wish -

LINDSAY
I know.  Me too. I bet a lot of 
people here would have wished today 
went differently.  This lady on the 
floor, that cop.  No one wanted 
this. Shit happens.

NIC CAGE
It certainly does.

She smooths her shirt, which is wrinkled and blood stained 
beyond belief, and looks him in the eye.

LINDSAY
Alright, Mr. Cage.  Let’s do it.

Cage nods.

NIC CAGE
Stay close, we watch each others’ 
backs.  Both of us make it out of 
here.

She smiles encouragingly, even if her expression isn’t 
confident, and nods.  Cage opens the door.

A pair of zombies, a gambler and a server, immediately fall 
to the floor.  Cage unloads his gun into those behind it then 
goes low, stabbing those that fell in the back of their 
skulls as Lindsay swings high at a woman in an evening gown 
and a dealer behind them.  
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There is a mob behind them, but they must wait their turn to 
get at the door.  The walls are solid brick.

Zombie after zombie falls at the door until those waiting to 
get in are forced to begin trying to crawl over the pile of 
dead, and then those behind are forced to pull the dead aside 
to get their chance. Several dozen mindlessly die this way 
before there is a noticeable gap in their numbers.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
I think that was the big rush. Push 
through.

Instead of waiting for the next zombies, Cage steps over the 
dead and attacks those coming for them, jumping from the pile 
of corpses onto the nearest undead, landing the steak knife 
blade square in its head.  Cage and the zombie fall together 
as Lindsay steps out, a wide swing of her club popping the 
next one’s head like a balloon.

The undead mob moves in as Cage and Lindsay push to Hahn, 
bodies falling at their feet.  They go back to back fighting 
the horde when suddenly a pair of zombies approaching Lindsay 
are hurled aside.  The albino zombie storms forward, knocking 
aside the small undead as thought hey were children.

LINDSAY
Cage!

She swings at the beast, puts a crack in its helmet and 
causes it to stutter step.  Cage turns, stares up at the 7 
foot monster.

NIC CAGE
Oh crap.

It raises a hand like a ham and drops it.  Cage pushes 
Lindsay aside and the fist hits him in the shoulders, 
collapsing him to the pile of dead on the ground.

More zombie close in.  Lindsay swings madly, trying to stay 
close to Cage while avoiding the albino.  The behemoth Roars 
like an animal.  It stomps about on massive, black boots, its 
feet crushing the bodies of the dead and several of the still 
moving zombies as though they were made of breaksticks.

LINDSAY
Nic, you have to get up!

She reaches for him but the albino bats her aside.  Cage 
lifts himself, catching his breath, in time for the albino to 
try to grab him again. 
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He rolls quickly, over some corpses, and catches sight of 
Lindsay as the albino closes its fist over the face of a 
corpse, lifts the entire body by the face, and hurls it like 
someone tossing garbage.

NIC CAGE
I’ll be fine.  Go!  We have to get 
that necklace.

Lindsay gets roughly to her feet, bashes in another skull.

LINDSAY
I’m coming -

NIC CAGE
No!

The albino throws another corpse out of its way with one hand 
and grabs a second, swinging it like a club.  The dead body 
clips Cage across the back of the legs as he tries to avoid 
the large, pale monster, and knocks him flat.  He rolls in 
time to see the albino looming over him.  It grabs Cage by 
his shirt and lifts him high into the air, like a ragdoll in 
the hands of a giant child.  Cage stabs vainly at the beast’s 
wrists and hands with his steak knives, over and over again, 
the flesh splitting but the beast showing no sign of even 
noticing.  Tiny teeth tear at the already dead and toughened 
flesh, chewing off pieces along the blade and spilling thick, 
semi-coagulated blood down the albino’s too pale arms.

LINDSAY
But I need you!  I don’t have 
anyone left!

Cage jams a steak knife right through the beasts’s wrist and 
looks over at Lindsay as he hangs helpless in the zombie’s 
grasp.

NIC CAGE
Please go!  You can fix this! One 
of us has to make it through this.  
For Peter.  And for Jeffery.

The albino shrieks as a steak knife finally causes enough 
damage and the creature’s wrist breaks audibly, causing it to 
drop Cage.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Go!

He gets to his knees as the albino drops on him, its massive 
mouth wide.  
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The other zombies, servers, gamblers and police officers, 
swarm into join the melee and Cage vanishes from sight just 
as he rises, his one steak knife in head, slashing deeply at 
the albino’s belly.

The big white monster collapses on him as the other zombies, 
teeth gnashing, literally pile on top, clawing and biting and 
scratching at whatever they can

Lindsay chokes back tears of fear and anger and smashes the 
head of a man in a suit before turning.  Across the room, on 
the ghastly throne, the Emperor is gone.

LINDSAY
No.

She spins around.  The number of zombies has thinned 
dramatically, most are drawn to the albino and the pile of 
dead, others straggle about as though blind.  There is no 
sign of the Emperor anywhere in the dark room. 

LINDSAY (CONT’D)
No!

She SCREAMS, savaging the nearest undead with her club, 
beating it mercilessly, unneccesarily over the head and 
shoulders again and again until it is little more than a 
pulpy mass of darkened blood and gore before running at the 
albino.  

The golf club rains down hell on the smaller zombies, busting 
heads and limbs, until the back of the albino is visible.  
She takes a crack at its exposed neck but the body doesn’t 
even move.  Another two hits and suddenly the massive albino 
lurches.

Lindsay hits the beast again and it stands, waist deep in the 
corpses of other zombies.  It is smeared bloody black and 
red, towering above everything.  Its dead eyes stare at 
nothing.

Lindsay takes another swing, hits it in the square in the 
side of the helmet and the head snaps off the golf club, 
hurtling into the empty room beyond.  She stumbles from the 
change in momentum and falls back onto her butt in the pile 
of the dead, staring, stunned, at the broken weapon in her 
hands, now just a long, thin metal rod.

LINDSAY (CONT’D)
...no.

Her voice is barely a whisper as tears well in her eyes.  The 
albino lurches forward, a slow lumbering giant, and a single 
hand lifts, slowly, painfully towards her.  
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She raises the broken club defiantly, still sitting flat on 
the ground, and closes her eyes.  The massive white hand 
comes down behind her.

The THUD of the hand making contact with flesh causes her to 
open her eyes and take stock, the albino’s hand lands on the 
head of Emperor Hahn, a weak and lazy punch laid into the 
metal-studded zombie that stands behind her.

The albino’s other arm lifts and comes down, the very weight 
knocking the smaller zombie to the ground as Lindsay rolls 
aside, and suddenly the albino lurches a step falls onto the 
Emperor.  Pale fists slam into the gold-encrusted body again 
and again as the smaller zombie claws dumbly at the albinos 
arms, pulling away ragged flesh to reveal another arm 
beneath.

A smaller hand inside the albino zombie’s arm grabs the 
Emperor’s necklace.  The zombie hisses but the massive albino 
fist on the other hand crushes into its face as the necklace 
is pulled free.

The albino stands, its body wavers.  It’s stomach is red and 
shredded like poorly butchered meat and its chest tears like 
tissue paper.  Nic Cage bursts from within the zombie, his 
legs from the waist down already exposed through a massive 
gash in the zombie’s belly.

The albino zombie he had been wearing as a suit sloughs off 
of his body as he shakes himself free, his arm swinging 
wildly as he smashes the jade necklace down on the edge of an 
overturned roulette table.

There is a GASP through the room, a collective sigh, as every 
remaining zombie suddenly seizes up.  Their bodies go limp 
and collapse as one.  The emperor himself, crushed atop the 
pile of zombies, falls to brittle, dusty bits.  The rest 
simply stop, as though they had been dead all along.

Lindsay and Cage stand still for a beat.

LINDSAY (CONT’D)
It’s over?

Cage looks around the room.

NIC CAGE
Yeah.  I think it is.

LINDSAY
I thought you were dead!

NIC CAGE
Almost was. 
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LINDSAY
You wore a zombie like a suit!

NIC CAGE
Yeah.  I did.

He laughs.  Lindsay laughs with him as he wipes his face of 
gore.

LINDSAY
Captain Phillips!  We have to get a 
message to him.

Cage pulls out his cellphone.

NIC CAGE
I still have no signal.  Sunrise 
has got to be any time now.

LINDSAY
Then let’s get out to the street, 
there’s gotta be a phone or a radio 
somewhere.

EXT.CHINATOWN.CONTINUOUS

The night is still ablaze as Chinatown burns around them.  
The streets are littered with corpses.  The zombies no longer 
walk and have simply dropped wherever they were standing.  
Hundreds of them clog the streets.

The night is dead silent beyond the crackling of flames.  
Cage looks up and down the street.

NIC CAGE
There’s gotta be something right?  
See what you can find that isn’t 
destroyed.

LINDSAY
Then what?  411?

NIC CAGE
Um..yes! Get the number for 
Silvercity, get put through to 
Captain Phillips there.

LINDSAY
Right!

They separate, Cage going direction and Lindsay taking the 
other.  
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They run past flaming store fronts, peering through broken 
glass into gutted and burned out buildings.  At the end of 
the block, Lindsay turns.

LINDSAY (CONT’D)
Cage!  There’s nothing, 
everything’s destroyed!

NIC CAGE
Keep looking! Next street over, we 
can find something!

EXT.STREET.CONTINUOUS

Lindsay runs down an alley, awkwardly stepping over corpses.  
She smashes in a door window at a convenience store and 
reaches in, taking a phone off the wall.  She presses the 
button several times, holding the receiver to her ear, then 
throws the phone on disgust.

EXT.STREET.CONTINUOUS

Cage rushes past burning buildings, sticking his head into 
the open door and broken windows of those that are still 
intact.  The fires are thinning out the further away from the 
casino he gets, but there’s no sign of any building with 
power or a working phone.

At the end of the street, a park is visible.  Beyond the 
first hints of dawn ligthen the dark sky.

NIC CAGE
No.  C’mon, give me something.

He looks desperately around and his eyes fall on a small shop 
across the street that seems to sell electronics. Cage slams 
his body into the heavy security door again and again.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
C’mon!

Painfully slowly the sky begins to lighten as the door 
finally CRACKS.

INT.ELECTRONICS STORE.CONTINUOUS

Cage scrambles through the store.  The phone at the register 
is dead.  He grabs at shelves, through useless cell phones 
aside and picks up a CB radio.  Turning the dial, the radio 
crackles to life.  Cage picks up the receiver.
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NIC CAGE
Hello?

He turns through stations of static until he hears a scratchy 
voice.

NIC CAGE (CONT’D)
Hello?  Anyone?

CB VOICE
Think I heard a hello out there 
somewhere, Big Paulie, come back at 
me, over.

NIC CAGE
This is Nic Cage, I need to get a 
message to Captain Phillips at 
Silvercity Cinema.  The zombies are 
dead, the city does not need to be 
bombed.

There is a BEAT of static.

CB VOICE
Come back again, sounded like you 
said you were Nic Cage fighting 
zombies, son. Over.

NIC CAGE
Yes, i did.  I need to get a 
message to Captain Phillips, US 
Army, the city is OK, he needs to 
call off the bomb strike.

CB VOICE
Good Lord, Big Paulie, we got 
ourselves a nutter.  Friend, two 
things you need to know.  First, 
end your transmission by saying 
‘over.’ And second, you need to go 
find some LARP folks to play your 
zombie game with, keep the airwaves 
clear,10-4?  Over.

BIG PAULIE
I dated a vampire LARPer once.  
Over.

CB VOICE
You lie, you ain’t dated a woman 
since 1980. Over.

Cage clicks the channel in frustration.
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NIC CAGE
Please, if anyone can hear me, this 
is Nic Cage, I need to get a 
message to Captain Phillips 
overseeing the operation at 
Silvercity!

He clicks the channel again and raises the receiver when 
THUMPING SOUND stops him.

The receiver falls from Cage’s hand.

EXT.STREET.DAWN

The sun is low in the sky, pushing back the darkness as 5 
Blackhawk helicopters fly in formation towards the city

LINDSAY
Cage!

Cage turns as Lindsay runs up the street towards him, 
stumbling over bodies.

NIC CAGE
Tell me you got ahold of Phillips.

Lindsay’s expression is grim.  She shakes her head as the 
helicopters approach.

LINDSAY
It was for nothing.  Peter and Jeff 
died for nothing.

Cage looks around desperately.

NIC CAGE
Maybe we can signal them, it’s not 
too late.  It can’t be too late.

He pulls at the piles of rubble around him, looking for 
anything.

LINDSAY
Nic.  It’s too late.  We didn’t do 
it.

Cage exhales loudly and turns.  They look at each other as 
the helicopters head over the park.  

NIC CAGE
I’m sorry, Lindsay.
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LINDSAY
Me too.

He puts his arm around her as the massive helicopters 
approach.  Lindsay closes her eyes and presses her face 
against Cage’s chest as Four continue over the city while one 
stops at the edge of the park and hovers before slowly 
landing in the grass.

NIC CAGE
Lindsay...

She lifts her head, looks back at the four as they continue 
on their way, then at the one that has landed.

LINDSAY
Phillips?

They rush through the street towards the park as the 
heliocpter blades slow and finally stop before the door of 
the helicopter slides open.

Cage and Lindsay reach the edge of the park grounds just as 
captain phillips and a handful of other soldiers depart the 
chopper.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Mr. Nicolas Cage, I will be a son 
of a gun.  You stole my chopper.

NIC CAGE
We did.  Sir.  You got it back, i
think.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Of course I did, Mr. Cage.  The US 
military is not about to lose a 
multi-million dollar machine of 
war, on US soil, to a Hollywood 
movie star and his three amusing 
young co-stars.  Although I do see 
we are two short.

NIC CAGE
Yeah, they didn’t make it.  But the 
zombies, we ended it.  It’s safe, 
you don’t need to bomb the city.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Well I am sorry to hear about the 
loss of your companions, Mr. Cage.  
I understand that was your brother 
and boyfriend, Miss Doyle.  
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You have my deepest sympathies as 
well as the thanks of the US 
government for what the four of you 
did here today.

LINDSAY
You know what happened?

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Of course.  It is the business of 
any good commander to be fully 
informed.  I am not a man to make 
the hasty decision of removing an 
American city from the map through 
the use of explosive ordinance if I 
do not understand every aspect of 
the situation at hand.  When it 
became clear the zombie threat had 
been neutralized I mobilized to 
come here and find you, seeing as 
you obviously succeeded in your 
mission.

Around them, military vehicles slowly push through the 
streets with soldiers, deploying body bags and picking up the 
dead before loading them into trucks.  Dozens of soldiers 
slowly begin to swarm down every visible street.

LINDSAY
I don’t understand.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Miss Doyle, you have had a 
traumatic night to say the least.  
Please, be my guest, the chopper 
will take you outside the city and 
you and Mr. Cage are free to clean 
up, eat and rest before debriefing.  
Any questions you have may be 
addressed at that time.

NIC CAGE
May be?

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Mr. Cage, I am a commanding 
officer, I do not show all my cards 
in any game of chance any more than 
I suspect you do.

NIC CAGE
Think I’m done with gambling for a 
while actually, captain.
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CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Of that I have no doubt.  Stick to 
legal casinos from now on, Mr. 
Cage.  Legal casinos, legal bets.  
Now, after you.

He gestures to the Blackhawk.  Cage runs a hand through his 
hair as the sun rises above the trees.  The light falls on a 
scooter leaned against a car next to them.

NIC CAGE
If it’s all the same to you, 
captain, think I might go for a 
little ride.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
As you like it.  I’ll radio my men, 
see that they don’t disturb you.  
But once you hit the egde of the 
quarantine zone, do know that we’ll 
need you to answer a question or 
two.

NIC CAGE
So you don’t know everything that 
happened?

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
I know what I need to know, Mr, 
Cage.  Soon I will know what you 
know.  After that, dinner’s on me 
and we can al finish living our 
lives in the normal, uneventful way 
we’d be doing so until today.  
Deal?

NIC CAGE
Sounds like a deal, Captain.

Cage grabs the scooter, keys still in the ignition, and 
straightens it.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Mr. Cage... thank you.

NIC CAGE
For what, Captain?

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
For what you did here today.  Not 
every man would be up to the task.  
You, sir, are a hero.

Cage shakes his head.
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NIC CAGE
Not a hero, Captain.  Just an 
actor.

LINDSAY
Room for one more on there?

Cage smiles at her and gets on the scooter, she gets on the 
back.  With a final nod to Captain Phillips, Cage starts the 
scooter.  The motor sounds pitiful, much like Jeffrey’s 
delivery scooter.  Cage starts driving, heading towards the 
rising sun, the light framing he and Lindsay as the drive out 
of the city.
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